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Brussels, 1st December 1983. 
COMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 221 i/'-/17. 'ill 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest available data 
relat:ing·to price development in the Member States and for the Community as a whole. 
The Commission considers that the bulletin contributes to improved transparency as 
regards Community oil markets. .;-
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of certain prices. 
They permit a comparison at any instant in time between Member States but such a 
comparison may not be representative of international price relationships over a longer 
period. Moreover, it is evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations 
in exchange rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the product categories 
reported are not in every case representative of the bulk of sales for each product in 
each country), quality-specifications and methods of distribution which are unique to 
each Member State. In this context the essentially indicative nature of some elements 
of ·table 2 is emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the beginning 
of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand <telephone 235.35.75). 
I Weekly siaaary : I ~ Evolution (in X> of Community indications for: 
Weighted average pre-tax prices • 
, for principal oil products at 21.11.83 <Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.1978 +66% 
compared with previous week 
-0,80% 
2°) Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies for : ·Ju.Ly 1983 <Table 3) 
compared with 15.12.1978 
+112,40% 
(1) The CIF supply cost is derived from monthly de·ctaratiotis by. Member States (see 
Oil Bullet in 207 for methodology). 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPIEISKE FIELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN . 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMISSKJN DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENf\ES - ElllTPOflH TON EYPOflAfKON KOtNOTHTON 
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'.:Is- ..,...r .......... NIil. ... totl_t_ Sasol l cllauffap -fuel ltHllhiel flT• 
:t1,,..lua,91sollM leiet•r ,, .. olt• I Aut-tive ,_H 1leati119 gasoll Residual Fuel Oil HSC 
,1fl00 L "IOCIO L ~1000•L . 1000 L Tonne 
(2) l-:, (2) (2) (3) (4) 
.,..._1.,. ue>• 16.000 "'14.960 '1,4,;518 13.121 10.250 
,._,.rll . COit> z.no 
' 
2.100 2.630 .2.420 1.840 
ta••••clllllld . (DR) '140 615 729 656 491 :,, ... 
·• -CN> .29.130 27.143 ,1 •• 696 19.696 U.9?J 
,,;_. (ff) 2.246;80 2.o&9,90 :2.124,00 2.02S,40 1 .419 
:~land ·Ctrilll,1) 275;79 ,171,33 '112;16 231;t7 174;SS 
itiatu Cl.ht)'., '50~190 ·419.tJO .ffl.737 393.816 m.103 
l~:(Ft.) 14,970 14.110 13;740 -13,190 9.9114 
~lMII ,Cm ::123 761 '12 146 577 
tidtttd•'iCI...,_ CO 181100 1'19,40 tff,JO 196,00 130,70 
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ifl) -Prb .-.t · .• t:. _:pompe/Pump pri,ce .• 
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1 
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-l'rh au I "21.11.1t8!, 
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Brussels, 8 December 1983. 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N0.222 
'-/'II 7. 'Ill 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest available data 
relating·to price development in the Member States and for the Community as a whole. 
The Commission considers that the bulletin contributes to improved transparency as 
regards Community oil markets. 
The fig~res given in each bulletin follow the development over time of certain prices. 
They permit a comparison at any instant in time between Member States but such a 
comparison may not be representative of international price relationships over a longer 
period. Moreover, it is evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations 
in exchange rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the product categories 
reported are not in every case representative of the bulk of sales for each product iri 
each country), quality specifications and methods of distribution which are unique to 
each Member State. In this context the essentially indicative nature of some elements 
of table 2 is emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the beginning 
of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.35.75). 
I Weekly summary I 
' 




Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products at 28.11.83 (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.1978 +66% 
compared with previou!i week 
-
Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies for August 1983 <Table 3) 
compared with 15.12.1978 +113,80% 
The CIF supply cost is derived from monthly declarations by.Member States (see 
Oil Bulletin 207 for methodology). 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPJEISKE F~LLESSKABER - KOMMSSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COM~ DES COMMUNAUTES ElR:JPEENNES - EnlTPOllH TON EYPOnAIKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMtvlSSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
;. ... 
,Niveaux indicatifs hebdomadaires des p.rix hors taxes a la consommation en monnaies nationales 
Weekly indicative consU111er price levels in national currencies. Taxe and duties excluded (1) 
(Tableau hebdomadaire) 
~Prix au 
Prices as at 28.11.1983. 
TABLEAU 1 TABLE 
l Essence super Essence normale Gasoil moteur Gasoil chauffage Fuel Residuel HTS Premium gasoline Regular gasoline Automotive gasoil Heating gasoil Residual Fuel Oil HSI. 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L Tonne 
(2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
Belgique (FB)* 16.000 14.960 14.518 13.128 10.250 
Danmark (DK) 2.770 2.700 2.630 2.420 1.840 
Deutschland (DM) 737 682 719 657 492 
El las (DR) 29.130 27.143 19.696 19.696 12.973 
France (FF) 2.246,80 2.089,90 2.126,0b 2.025,40 1.489 
Ireland <Irish ll) 275,79 271,33 272,86 233,17 174,55 
Italia (Lire>:· 450.790 409.130 429.737 394.509 298.295 
Luxembourg (FU 14.970 14.170 13.740 13.190 9.904 
Nederland (Fl) 815 761 795 729 574 
United Kingdom (ll) 188,00 179,40 181,'30 195,60 130,50 
(1) Prix le plus souvent pratiques et ainsi representatifs, selon les meilleures estimations des experts des Etats Membres, 
du marche petrolier de chaque Etat Membre. -
Prices most frequently changed and thus representative, of the oil market in each Member State, according to the best 
estimates of the national experts. 
(2) Prix a la pompe/Pump price. 
(3) Prix pour livraison de 2.000 a 5.000 litres/Prices for deliveriH of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. ., . 
(4) Prix pour livraisons inferieures a 2000 tonnes par mois ou inferieures a 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix franco consommateurs. 
Prices for offtakes of less than 2,000 tons per month or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered ConsU111er Prices • 
. '.*' Prix maximaux/Maximum prices. 
Niveaux indicatifs hebdomadaires des prix hors taxes a la conso111111ation en dollars courants 






Belgique• 291, 14 
Danmark 283,37 







United Kingdom 274,33 
C.E.E./E.E.C. 
a> Moyenne/Average (5) 275,21 .. 
b) Variation moyenne ,: 
Average variation X +43% 
28.11.8~ /15.12.78 
Prix au 
Prices as at 28.11.1983. 
I 
Essence normale Gasoil 111oteur 
Regular gasoline automotive gasoil 
1000 L 1000 L 
(2) (2) 





























TABLEAU 2 TABLE 
Fuel Residual HTS 

















c) Variation moyenne sur 
les 5 produits 
Average variation for 
all 5 products +66% •I. 
28.11.83 /15.12.78 
(1) Prix les plus souvent pratiques et a,nsi representatifs, selon Les aeilleures estimations des experts des Etats Membres, du marche 
petrolier de chaque Etat Membre. 
Price$ most frequently charged· and thus representative of the oil aiarket in each Nember State, according to the best estimates of 
the national experts. 
(2) Prix a la pompe/ Pump price 
(3) Prix pour livraison de 2.000 a 5.000 litres./ Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
(4) Pr~x pour livraison inferieure a 2000 tonnes par mois ou inferieure i 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix franco consommateurs. 
Pr1ces for ooftakes of less than 2,000 tons per •onth or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consumer Prices. 
<5) La moyenne resul te d' une ponderation des quant i tes consommees de chaque produi t concerne au cours de l' annee. 1982 The result of weighting the prices.of the products concerned by the quantities consumed during the period 1902 
* Prix maximaux/Maximum prices. 
-- . . . --· ·-,:. ---:- -,~"': . . --"· --------------·------------
.... 
\ 
~oOt ~AF d'approvi1ionne .. nt tn ·brut dt la Coaaunaut6. 
CIF Cost of Comaunity crude oil supplies. 
Prix au 
Price as at 
15.12.78 
I 
Prix au 100t 1983 




'Prix de vente des produ;ts p6troliers en •onnai11 nationale1 
Selling Prices of Petroleum Products in National currencies. 
(Tableau aen1ueL> Prix aoyens pr.,tiqu6s au 15.9.83 Average of prices ruling as at 
Essence super Essence Nor••l• 
Pre•iua Gasoline Regular 6-soltne 
1.000 L (1) 1000 L (1) 
TIXH Hors taxes Pr1x Gt vente TIXH Hors taxes Pr1x de vente 
Without Taxes Sell ina Price Without Taxes Sell ina Price 
lelgique (FB) 17 .820 15.280 33.100 17.640 14.560 32.200 
Danaerlc (KO) 3.390,25 2.849,75 6.240 3.375,82 2.784,18 6.160 
Deut,chland CON) 685,90 746,50 1.432,40 677;60· 687,30 1-.364,90 
llLH (08) 20.869,72 29.130,28 50.000 18.856,43 27.143,57 46.000 
France cln 2.668,30 2.301,70 4.970 2.505,30 2.144,70 4.650 
Ireland CI.It) 342,74 275,72 618,46 341,74 271,34 613,08 
ltalta (Lire) 744.210 450.790 1.195.000 735.870 409.130 1.145.000 
Luxellbo"rg (FL) 11.910 15.590 27.500 11.800 14.700 26.500 
Nederland (FL) 1.010 842 1.852 1.001 788 1.789 
U. Kingdoll (It) 215,60 188,00 403,60 214,50 180,00 394,50 
. 611oil Chauffage Fuel Lourd HTS. 
Heating Gasoil Heavy Fuel HSC 
1000 L (3) Tonne (3) 
Taxes Hors taxes Prix de vent, Tues Hors taxes • Prix de vente 
Vt thout Taxes Sell ina Price Without Taxes Sel Lina Prt ce 
llelgique (FB) 2r165 12,135 14.900 . - 9.625 9.625 
tanaarlc (ICD) 976,72 2.443,28 3.420 410 ·1.860 2.270 
teutechland CDN) 108,30 638,50 746,80 15 474,90 : 489,90 
Ellas· (DR) ~.303,67 19.696,33 24.000 1.511 12.973 14.484 
rrance (FF) 564,20 1.990,80 2.555 53 1.485 1.538 
treland CI.It> 30,04 233,16 263,20 1.934 173,68 193,02 
ttalia <Lire) 171.165 395.744 566.909 1.000 290.358 291.358 
.uxellbourg (FL) 790 13.190 13.980 100 9.994 10,094 
lederland (FL> 174 738 912 11,20 569 580,20 
I. Kingdom <~> 7,7 190,30 198,00 7,93 125,25 133,18 
(1) Pr1x 6 la pompe/Pump pr,ce 
(2) Livriisons de ?000 6 5000 L./Deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 L. 
. 
(3) Livraisons de aoins 2000 tonnes par aois et de aoins de 24.000 tonnes par.an 

















29,66 + 218,74 
TABLEAU 4 TABLE 
· Gasoi L Moteur • 
AutOt1otive Gasoil 
1000 L. (1> 
Hors taxes Prix de VII 
Without taxes Sellina Pr 










11 • 54,1425 FB - 9,6375 CD -
2,6833 DM - 92,85 DR -
8,1055 FF - 0,8557 i irl.-
1.605,25 Lires - 3,0010 Fl.-
0,6698 UK i 
1 tcu • 45,8772 ,a - 8,16625 CD -
2,~367 DM - 78,6756 DR -
.6,86812 FF - 0,725153 i;rl · 
1.360,19 Lires - 0,567619UK~ 
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Brussels, 15 December 1983. 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 223 If L/ I 7. 'fr I 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest available data 
relating·to price development in the Member States and for the Community as a whole. 
The Commission considers that the bulletin contributes to improved transparency as 
regards Community oil markets. -~ 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of certain prices. 
They permit a comparison at any instant in time between Member States but such a 
comparison may not be representative of international price relationships over a longer 
period. Moreover, it is evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations 
in exchange rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the product categories 
reported are not in every case representative of the bulk of sales for each product in 
each country), quality specifications and methods.of distribution which are unique to 
each Member State. In this context the essentially indicative nature of some elements 
of ·table 2 is emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the beginning 
of each quarter. 
the Commission Oil Bulletin is freely availa6le on demand (telephone 235.35.75). 
' I Weekly sU11aary : 1 Evolution Cin X> of Community indications for 
' 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products at 5.12.1983 (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12~1978 +65X 
compared with previous week 
-0,32% 
2°> Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies for August 1983 (Table 3) 
compared with 15.12.1978 +113,80% 
(1) The CIF supply cost is derived from monthly declarations by.Member States Csee 
Oil Bulletin 207 for methodology). 
KOMMISSIONEl'j FOR DE EUROPJEISKE FJELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EU'IOPI\JSCHEN GEMENSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMlSSON DES COMMUNAUTES EU=IOPEENN:S - Ef1TPClfl, TON EYPOllAIKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COM\.NTA EUROPEE - COMMISSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
I 
I 
flivff\lll indtcatifa hebdollldal ru •• pri 11c hol'S tHH l l .. con1oautton •" IIOftft1h1 natlonalu 
Weekly lndhativt con1uur price level1 In nat1on1l ourranclH • Tlaa and dut1H HC(uded <iS 
. '··• 
.,rh IV 
,rlCH•N It I 5•12 •1913• 
' 
TAILIAU 1 TAIi.i 
E11enca super ~ hsenca nor•l• ,Hoil .. taur la1oll ch1uff19a futl Re1lduel HTS 
' 
· Preaiua 91sollne llttular gasoline Autoaotlve g1soil HHting gHOll R11ldu1l, Futl Oil HK 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L Tonne 
m m <U (311 ' (4) 
l1l9IQv•. Cfl>• 14.960 '14.5ff 1J.1i1 . 10.250 16.000 
'l 
D1na1rk . CDJC> 2.555 e ,., 2.490 2.630 2.42G 1,140 
D1ut1chl1nd (DIO 755 700 7H 656 500 
EllH <DR> 29,130 21,143 19,696 19.696 12,973 
franc, (Ff) 2.246,IO t.Ol9,90 2.,126,00 2.025,40 1,519 
lrel111d Clrhh 1n US,79 271,33 272,116 231,69 174,55 
lulta CL Ira)'· 450.190 409,130 429,7J7 394.314 291,131 
LuXlllbO.\lrg (FL) 14,970 14 • .170 13.748 13.190 9.904 
N1derl1ncl; <Fl) . • IOI 754 I06 
~o 572 
Uri lttd !ti nQdo• <ID 111,00 179,40 1i1,10 
- t'5,'0 130',30 
(1) Prill: le plus 1ounnt pr1tlqu61 et 1ln1I reprhanutth , Hlon las ••HleurH utlutlGr11 clH Hptrtl 1111 IUtl lleabru, 
du 1111rch6 pttrollar dt ch1que Etat Neabre. 
Pric11 aoat frequently changed and thu1 repru,ntatlva, of the oil urk1t In a1ch IIHbar State, according co Che but 
~1tia1ta1 of the national 11p1rt1. · 
CZ> l'rilt: l la pmipe./Pullp prl ct. } ./ , 
CJ> Prix Pour: llvraison de 2.000 l 5.000 lltru/Prlc11 for ctellvtriH of 2,000 to 5,000 lltr11. 
C4) Prla ~our livr1l1on1 inftrl1ur11 l 2000 tonnes par aols ou lnftrieur11 l 24.000 tonnes par 1n. Prla franco· con1oauceurs. 
Prlce1 for ofhallu of l111 than 2,000 cons per aonth or lu1 thin 24,000 tons per yur. Delivered Con1uaar PricH, 
· '•• Prix H11,iaau1/fl11laua pr.:.lc:;•:.:•:.:·-----
. --Nive1UJ1, lndlcattfa heoctoaactairH du prix hon tun • le 'Conao-tlon en cloU1r1 couranu 
llftlcly Indicative con1U11tr price ltvtll In currltftt doll•~.! .. • Tu Ind clutiH ea~ludtd (1) 
., 
,rt II IU 5.12.1913. Pricu H at TAILEAU TABLE z 
.A ti 
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! 0 l'tlH1 
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Nederllft4 
Utli t td IU ngdoa 
c..1.1.1£.1.c. 
at lloyenfti/Av1r1ge CS) 
b) v.,-t,tion aoyennt X 
A111ra9.1 111rlat ion X 5.,~.u 115.12,11 .. 
c> Vari at ion . IIO)'lnnt. aur 
lu 5 produlu 
A11er1te var,ietlon for 
1 all S produc.1:1. · ·· 






























1uroaotiv1 t••oll Haatln9.111oil Residual futl Oil HSC 
1000 L 1000 L Ttnne (2:J Cl) (4) 
261 ,,a· 236,19 114.,96 
266,46 245,11 116142 
261,35 240,16 113,04 
200,lf 200,19 132,32 
256,09 243,91 112,97 
310,66. 271,76 191,73 
&60,17 231,76 110,92 
247,9' 231,0~ 171,72 
263~53 241,95 117~02 
263,44 213,49 119,JJ 
26t,70 245,50 112,01 
+5111 +70X +911 
I +651 I 
. 
, 5.12.H /15.,12.71 ,, • 
:·en Prh le1 phis 1ouvent prat1qut1 et 11n11 r1prtaant1tu1, 1t~on ~II u1n1ur•• 11tta1t1on1 a11 a1p1ru a11 r.uu "_..ru, au aar"" I p.t.troller da ch1qu1 Etat lltabre. Prices aon frequently charged and thus r1prt1lfttltivt of t-ht oH aarktt in uch IIHbtr suu, according to the beat 11ti••tt1 of· 
! the nation1l 11p1rt1, · 
~<l-> Prla • la poapt/ Puap price ·' ' 
CS, Prh pour lhirailon de 2.000 l 5.000 litr11./ Pric11 for ct.liv1rt11 of 2,000 to 5,000 lttr11. r 
(4) Prl• pour llvrahon tnftrleure l 2000 toMts par .. aoia ou lnftrlture l 24.000 tonno par an. Prh franco consoauteura. 
Prices for ooft1kt• of l111 than 2,000 tons per •nth or l·eu than 24,000 t~• per year. Dt\lvered con1ua1r PricH, 
<S> La aoyanne- rhulte cl'une pancltratton dts qu1ntltt1 conso•611 cit ch1q111 prod11lt concernt au coura de l'~ \ieZ .:.·-----... 
1 
Tht re-...lt of. wet9htln9 tha prtcu of the procluota conctrnad by the q~antttJH con1uud during Jht ~~-rlod 1 912 I T:t:AU J 
*· Prh ••t~/llaai- prlcu. _ . . , . . _ · - T 
---·- - - .. -- ·- -- .lL!!. 1/T 
CoGt CA, d'1pprovt1tonnaaanc ,n brut da la Coaaunaut6, 
Clf Cos~. of Co..untt1 crude otl 1upplte1. 
'··· 
15~12.71 
Prtca ts at 1' 
,rta au aout 
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PRfSSf·MfDDHHSf • MITTHLUNG AN Dlf PRfSSf • PRfSS~RHfASf • INfDRMATIDN A LA PlifSSf 
ANAKDINDIH rlA TON TYDO • INfDRMAZIDNf ALLA STAMPA • MfDfDHING AAN Of PfRS 
Brussels, 22 December 1983. 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N0.224 L/'f17,Ljf( 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest available data 
relating·to price development in the Member States and for the Community as a whole. 
The Commission considers that the bulletin contributes to improved transparency as 
regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of certain prices. 
They permit a comparison at any instant in time between Member States but such a 
comparison may not be representative of international price relationships over a longer 
period. Moreover, it is evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations 
in exchange rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the product categories 
reported are not in every case representative of the bulk of sales for each product in 
each country), quality specifications and methods of distribution which are unique to 
each Member State. In this context the essentially indicative nature of some elements 
of table 2 is emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the ~eginning 
of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.35.75). 
I Weekly summary 1 Evolution (in%) of Community indications for 
I 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products at 12.12.83 <Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.1978 +63% 
compared with previous week 
-1,12% 
2°) Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies for August 1983 (Table 3) 
compared with 15.12.1978 +113,80% 
(1) The CIF supply cost is derived from monthly declarations by.Member States Csee 
Oil Bulletin 207 for methodology). 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPJEISKE FJELLESSKABER - KOMMSSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION .OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMSSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES - EnlTPOnH TON EYPOllAfKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMSSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
.,,. 
.ffiveauK indicatifs hebdomadaires des priK hors taKes a la conso .. ation en aonnaies nationales 
Weekly indicative cons1111er price levels in national currencies. TaKe and duties excluded <i> 
.PriK au 12.12.1983 
(Tableau hebdomadaire> Prices as at 
TABLEAU 1 TABLE 
Essence super Essence noraale Gasoil moteur Gasoil chauffage Fuel Residuel HTS 
Premium gasoline Regular gasoline Autoaotive gasoil Heating gasoil Residual Fuel Oil HSC 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L Tonne 
(2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
Belgique CFB)• 15.680 14.800 14.518 13.128 10.250 
Danaark (DK) 2.270 2.200 2.470 2.475 1.910 
Deutschland COM) 746 691 727 657 499 
El las (DR) 29.130 27.143 19.696 19.696 12.973 
France (FF) 2.246,80 2.089,90 2.126,00 2.025,40 1.519 
Ireland (Irish ll) 275,70 271,34 272,75 238,69 176,01 
Italia (Li re>:" 450.790 409.130 429.737 394.384 299.208 
Luxembourg (FL) 14.970 14.170 13.740 13.190 9.904 
Nederland (fl) 808 754 806 740 577 
United Kingdom Cll> 188,00 179,40 181,20 194,80 130, 10 
(1) PriK le plus souvent pratiques et ainsi representatifs, selon les meilleures estimations des experts des Etats Mellbres, 
du marche petrolier de chaque Etat Membre. 
Prices most frequently changed and thus representative, of the oil market in each Member State, according to the best 
estimates of the national experts. 
(2) Prix a la pompe/Pump price. 
(3) Prix pour livraison de 2.000 a 5.000 litres/Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
(4) Pri.x pour livraisons inferieures a 2000 tonnes par mois ou inferieures a 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix franco consommateurs. 
Prices for offtakes of less than 2,000 tons per month or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consumer Prices. 
·•• Prix maximauK/Maximum prices. 
Niveaux indicatifs hebdomadaires des prix hors taxes a la consommation en dollars courants 













a> Moyenne/Average (5) 
b) Variation moyenne % 
Average variation% 
12.12.83 /15.12.78 
c> Variation moyenne sur 
les 5 produits 
Average variation for 





































Gasoil moteur Gasoil chauffage 
automotive gasoil Heating gasoil 















TABLEAU 2 TABLE 
Fuel Residual HTS 
















Prix les plus souvent pratiqu•s et ainsi reprtsentatifs, selon les meilleures estiaations des experts des Etats Membres, du marcht 





Price$ most frequently charged and thus representative of the oil market in each Meaber State, according to the best estimates of 
the national eKperts. 
Prix a la pompe/ Pump price 
Prix pour livraison de 2.000 • 5.000 litres./ Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
Pr!x pour livraison inferieure a 2000 tonnes par mois ou inftrieure a 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix franco consommateurs. 
Prices for ooftakes ~f less than 2,000 tons per month or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consumer Prices. 
La moyenne resulted une ponderation des quantitts consommtes de chaque produit concernt au cours de l'annte 191!2 
The result of weighting the prices of the products concerned by the quantities consumed during the period 1982 
* Prix maximaux/Maximum prices. 
' CoOt CAF d'approvi1ionnement en brut de la COIIIIUilaut6. 
Clf Cost of Co••unity crude oil supplies, 
Prix au 
Price as at 
15.12.78 
Prix au ao;s d'1out 1983 
Price as at August 1983 
Evolution <X> 
~2.12.83 /15.12.78 
~rix de vente des produits pttroliers en aonnaies n1tion1le1 
Selling Prices of Petroleum Products in National currencies. 
(Tableau aensuel) 
Prix aoyens pratiquts au 15.10,1983 




Ell as (DR) 
France (ff) 
Ireland (I .ll) 
Italia (Li re) 
Luxembourg (FB) 
Nederland (FL) 




El las (DR) 
France (Ff) 




U, Kingdoa (IL) 
· Essence super Essence Noraale 
Preeiu• Gasoline Regular Gasoline 
1000 L (1) 1000 L (1) 
Taxes Hors taxes Pru de vente Taxes Hors taxes Pru de vente 
Without Tues Sell ina Price Without Tues Sellina Price 
17.600 14.400 32,000 17.400 13.600 31.000 
3.381,23 2.808,77 6.190 3.366,80 2.743,20 6.110 
685,20 737 1.422,20 676,80 679 1.355,80 
20.869,72 29.130,28 50.000 18.856,43 27.143,57 46.000 
2,666,80 2,293,20 4.960 2.506,80 2.153,20 4.660 
342,76 275,80 618,56 341,74 271,34 613,08 
744.210 450.790 1.195.,000 735.870 409.130 1,145.000 
11,910 15.590 27.500 11.800 14.700 26,500 
1.000 778 1. 778 991 737 1.728 
215,60 188,00 403,60 2~4,50 180,00 394,50 
Gasoil Chauffage Fuel Lourd HTS 
Heating Gasoil Heavy Fuel HSC 
1000 L (3) Tonne (3) 
Tues Hors taxes Prix de vente Taxes Hors taxes . Prix de vente 
Without Taxes Sellina Price Iii thout. Tues Sellina Priee 
2,104 12.376 14.480 - 9.338 9.338 
976,72 2.443,28 3,420 410 1,860 2.270 
105,70 620 725,70 15 487 502 
~.303,67 19.696,33 24.000 1.511 12.973 14.484 
569,50 2,019,50 2.589 53 1.478 1.531 
30,03 233,18 263,21 10, 14 174,55 184,69 
170. 791 394.451 565.422 1.000 289.292 290.292 
790 13.190 13.980 100 9.994 10.094 
167 703 870 11,20 562 573,20 
7,70 · 184,60 192,30 7,93 124,09 132,02 
(1) Pr111 • la poape/Puap pr1ce 
(2) Livraisons de 2000 • 5000 L,/Deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 L, 
(3) Livraisons de aoins 2000 tonnes par aois et de aoins de 24.000 tonnes par an 








TABLEAU 4 TABLE 
· Gasoi l lloteur · 
Autoaotive G1soil 
1000 L, (1) 
Hors taxes Prix de ver 
Without taxes Sellina Pr1 
13, 798_. 23.810 
1.023,61 2.656,39 3.680 
601,2( 691 1.292,20 
14,303,61 19.696,33 24.000 
1.582,5(1 2,117,50 3.700 
1 
261,27 272,87 534,14 
176.263 429.737 606.000 
6,46(1 13.740 20.200 
377 . 770 1.147 
186,40 183,20 369,60 
T1u11 de change at 14.10.1983 
11 • 53,3150 FB - 9,4875 CD• 
2,6220 DN - 93,03 DR -
8,0105 FF - 0,8449 ll irl -
1,592 Lires - 2,9370 Fl, -
0,6690 UK It 
tcua 45,88~3 FB - 8,16501 CD -
2,2565~ DN - 80,0623 DR -
6,89389 FF - 0,727171 ll irl -
1.37QP9 Lires - 2,5276 Fl -
0,57~772 UK ll . 
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PRISSl·MIDiHUlSI • MITTHlUNG AN 011 PRISSI • PRISS·RIUASI • INfDRMATIDN A lA PRISSI 
ANAIDINDIH rlA TON TYRO • INfDRMAZIDNI AllA STAMPA • MIDIDIUNG AAN DI PIRS 
Brussels, 5 January, 1984. 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 225 'It/ t 7 ·'-/I / 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest available data 
relating·to price development in the Member States and for the Community as a whole. 
The Commission considers that the bulletin contributes to improved transparency as· 
regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of certain prices. 
They permit a comparison at any instant in time between Member States but such a 
comparison may not be representative of international price relationships over a longer 
period. Moreover, it is evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations 
in exchange rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of ·consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the product categories 
reported are not in every case representative of the bulk of sales for each product in 
each country), quality specifications and methods of distribution which are unique to 
each Member State. In this context the essentially indicative nature of some elements 
of table 2 is emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the beginning 
of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.35.75). 
I Weekly s .. mary : I Evolution Cin %) of Community indications for: 
• 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products at 19.12.83 · (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.1978 62% 
compared with previou$ week 
-0,90% 
2°> Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies for :August 1983 (Table 3) 
compared with 15.12.1978 +113,80% 
(1) The CIF supply cost is derived from monthly declarations by.Member States (see 
Oil Bullet in 207 for methodology). 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROAIEISKE F.IELLESSKABER - KOt.MSSION DER ~HEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMSS10N OF THE EUROPEAN COMMlNTIES - COtJMSSION DES eot.M..tWJTES E1.R)PEENt£S - EfllTPOOH TON EYPOflA\KON KOINOTHTON 
COMMSSICJt,E DELLE COMNTA EUROPEE - COMt.tSSIE VAN DE ElRJPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
~iveau1 indicatifs hebdolladaires des pri• hors ta1es • la cons011111tion en aonnaie1 nation1le1 
Weekly indicative consuaer price lev,ls in national currenci•s. Tax, and dutitl excluded li> 
.Prh IU 
PricH IS at 19.12.1913 I. TAIi.EAU 1 . TAILE 
Ess,nce super Euence noM11le 6asoil aoteur &IIOi l cllauff191 , .. t .,,tctuel m Pr .. iua gasoline Regular gasoline 
1000 L 1000 L 
AutOIIOtive 911ail 
1000 L 
Nutint .... H 
.. stMl F•l ·OU •c 
(2) (2) (a,) 1000 L Tonne (3) . (4) 
Belgique CFB>• 15.680 14.800 14.678 13.291 io.m 
Oa11111rk (DIC) 2.315 2.250 2.675 2.475 1.910 
Deutschland (DIil 734 679 719 659 499 
Ellas (DR) 29.130 27.143 19.696 19.696 12.m 
France (FF) 2.246,10 2.072,40 2.125,50 2.027,40 1.519 
Ireland <lrish I!) 275,70 271,34 272,75 238,69 176,01 
Italia (Li re) · 450.790 409.130 429.737 394.314 299.ZOI 
Luxembourg <FL) 1!.C60 
·
14.r.80 14.090 1 3.520 10.380 Nederland (fl) 808 I 752 806 740 589 
' Unhed KingdOII CU 181,00 179,40 112;30 194,30 130,00 
(1) Prix le Plus souvent pratiqu6s et ainsi repr6sentatlfs, selon les .. tlleures e1tt .. tton1 des t11Ptrt1 de1Etat11111111,,1 




Pri~es most frequently changed and thus representative, of the oil .. rket in each lltllber State, 1ccordi119 to tile belt 
est,mates of the national ••Perts. 
Prix• la poape/Puap price. 
Prix pour livraison de 2.000 • 5.000 litres/Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
., 
Pr)x pour livraisons inf6rieures 6 2000 tonnes par aois ou inf6rieures 624,000 tonnes par an, Pri1 franco COIIICllllllttvrl 
Pr1ces for offtakes of less than 2,000 ton, per aonth or less thin 24,000 ton, per year. Delivtl'td CCNIIUatr Price,. • 
Niveaux tndic1tif1 hebdoaldlire1 des prix hors t1xt1 • le COIIIOlalltion en dollar, courantt 
lleekly indicative consuaer price levels in current dollars, Tax and duties excluded (1) 
(Tableau hebdoaadlire) Prh IU 
PricH .. It 
19.12.1913 T•• ; I Taa.E . 
E11ence super Es11nce noraale &asoi l IIOttur &ltOi l chaufflfl Fuel b1iclua6. ltTS 
Preaium gasoline Regular gasoline autOIIOtive 9110il Heating 91t0il b1idual Fuel Oil NSC 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L Tonne 
(2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
B•ltique • 278,11 262,50 260,34 235,73 116,07 
Da1111ark 230,86 224,31 266,76 246,12 190,47 
Deutsch land 265,25 245,38 259,83 238, 15 180,:S3 
EllH 293,02 273,04 191, 12 198,12 130,50 
frence 266,00 245,42 251,71 240,09 179,89 
I re land 308,94 304,05 305,63 267,46 197,23 IUlia 268,56 243,74 256,02 234,96 171,25 · Luxellbourg 267,11 249,73 249,91 239,80 
. 
114,10 Nederlend 260,01 241,99 259,37 238,13 189,54 United Kingdom 266,81 254,61 258, 72 275,75 114,50 
C,E.E,/E,E,C, 
a> Moyenne/Average (5) 267,31 247, 10 256,51 242,22 179,55 
b) Variation aoyenne I 
Average variation I +3ft +341 +471 +671 .. 
19.12.83 /15,12.78 
c) Variation aoyenna sur . 
. les 5 produits 
Average variation for I +621 I all 5 products 19.12.83 115.12. 78 
(1> Pr,x les plus sowent pratiquh et ain11 reprtsentatifs, selon Les .. ,ueuru utiuttons des expel'U des Etatl _,., clii Mrclii 
p6trolier de chaque Etat Nellbre. 
Prices •ost frequently charged end thus repres,ntative of the oil .. rket in each lletlller Stet,, accordtftl to the best 11tiaate1 of 
the national experts, 
<2> Prix • la poape/ PUIIP price 
(3) Prix pour livraison de 2.000 6 5,000 litres,/ Prices for delivtriH of 2,000 to 5,000 litr11. 
(4) Prix pour livraison inf6rieure • 2000 tonnes par aois ou inf6rieure • 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix franco COfllellllateura.~~ 
' 
Prices for ooftakes of less than 2,000 tons per aonth or less than 24,000 tons per year. Oeli1111red Contuaer Prtcet.,1,1 ........... ----.. 
<5> La aoyenne rhulte d'un• pond6ration des quantiUs cons-6es de cheque produit concer,ij au cours de l'""'*- 191 Z I ,-uu· J 
The r11ult of wighting the pric11,of the products concerned by the q~ntitiH ,_..., durint tlle pertOCI '191 2 Tai 
• Prh auiaau•/Mlx~a1111 edill.t---
\ 
Colt CAP d'IIIPf'OVhiOMOtnt lfl brut • la c-..ut•. 
ClF Coit of CClllllunfty crude otl 1upplte1. 
Prh au 
Price II at 
15.12.11 
,,; 
Prh au aois d'aoilt 1913 




1',11 107,76 _ 
zt,66 +A-211,~ 
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PRESSE·MEDDELELSE • MITTEILUNG AN DIE PRESSE • PRESS·REUASE • INFORMATION A LA PRESSE 
INAKOINDIH nA TON nno • INFORMAZIONE ALLA STAMPA. MEDEDELING AAN DE PERS 
Brussels, 12 January 1983. 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N0.226 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the icommission, gives the latest available data 
relating·to price development in the Member States and for the Community as a whole. 
The Commission considers that the bulletin contributes to improved transparency as 
regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of certain prices. 
They permit a comparison at any instant in time between Member States but such a 
comparison may not be representative of international price relationships over a longer 
period. Moreover, it is evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations 
in exchange rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the product categories 
reported are not in every case representative of the bulk of sales for each product in 
each country), quality specifications and methods of distribution which are unique to 
each Member State. In this context the essentially indicative nature of some elements 
of table 2 is emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the ~eginning 
of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.35.75). 
I Weekly summary Evolution (in X) of Community indications for 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products at 3.1.84 (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.1978 +63% 
compared with previous week +0,87% 
2°> Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies for· August 1983 (Table 3) 
compared with 15.12.1978 +113,80% 
(1) The CIF supply cost is derived from monthly declarations by.Member States (see 
Oil Bulletin 207 for methodology). 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPJEISKE F~LLESSKABER - KOMMISSKlN DER EUROPAIScHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMWISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMISSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES - EnlTPOllH TON EYPO!lAiKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSla',lE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMISSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
~iveaux indicatifs hebdolladaires des prix hors taxes• la conso .. ation tn aonnai11 national11 
Weekly indicative consuaer price levels in national currencies. Taxe and duties excluded (1) 
<Tableau hebdoaadaire> 
.Prix au 
Prices as at 3.1.1984 
TABLEAU 1 TABLE 
Essence super Essence noraale Gasoil aouur &asoil chauffage fuel Residuel HTS 
Preaiua gasoline Regular gasoline Autoaot i ve' gasoil Heating g11oll Residual fuel Oil HSC 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L Tonne 
(2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
It lgi qut < Fl>• 15.440 14.560 14.982 13.590 10.491 
Danaark (DK) 2.315 2.250 2.675 2.475 1.910 
Deutschland (DN) 712 661 705 659 499 
El las (DR) 29.130 27.143 19.696 19.696 12.973 
France (FF) 2.246,10 2.072,40 2.125,50 2.027,40 1.569 
Ireland Uri sh ll) 275,70 271,34 272,75 238,69 176,01 
Italia (Lire)· 450. 790 409.130 429.740 394.389 298.838 
Luxe11bourg <FL> 15.060 14.080 14.090 13,520 10.380 
Nederland (Fl) 783 743 820 753 590 
United Kingdo• <ll> 188,00 179,40 ., 182,30 194,30 129,90 
(1) Prix le plus souvent pratiquts et ainsi reprtsentatifs, selon les aeilleures tstiaations des experts des Etats Nttlbrts, 
du aarcht p6trolier de chaque Etat Nellbre. 
Prices most frequently changed and thus representative, of the oil aarket in each Neaber State, according to tht best 
estiaates of the national experts. 
(2) Prix• la poape/Puap price. 
(3) Prix pour livrai~,n de 2.000 • 5.000 litres/Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
(4) Prix pour livraisons inftrieures • 2000 tonnes par aois ou inftrieures • 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix fr1nco conso ... teurs. 
Prices for offtakes of less than 2,000 tons per aonth or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consuatr Prices. 
'•• Prix 111xiaaux/Naxiaua prices. 
Nivt1u1 lndicatifs htbdoa1dair11 des prix hors tun • la cons-tion en dollars courantl 





Prices as at 
Essence noraalt 
3.1.1984. 
Gasoil 1111ttur Gasoil chauffage 
TAil.EAU 2 TAILE 
Fuel Residual HTS 
Preaiua gasoline Regular gasoline autoaotivt gasoll Heating gasoil liesidual Fuel Oil HSC 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L' 1000 L ... Tonne (2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
Belgique• 275,02 259,35 266,86 242,07 • 186,87 
Danaark 232,31 225,79 268,43 248,36 191,67 
Deutsch land 258,72 240,18 256, 17 239,46 181,32 
Ellas 292, 17 272,24 197,55 197,55 130,12 
France 266,90 246,25 252,56 240,91 186,44 
Ireland 310,43 305,52 307,11 268,76 198,18 
Italia 269,85 244,91 257,25 236,09 178,89 Luaubourg 268,25 250,80 250,97 240,82 184,89 Nederland 253,2.7 240,33 265,24 243,57 190,84 United Kingdom 269,22 256,90 261,06 278,24 186,02 
C.E.E.IE.E.C. 
al Noyenne/Average (5) 266,74 244,66 256,82 243,90 181,45 
bl Variation aoyenne I 
Average variation I +38% +33X +48% +68X +90X 
3.1.1984 /15.12.78 
cl Variation aoyenne sur 
les 5 produits 
Average var ht ion for I +632: I all 5 produc~s 
3.1.1984 115.12.78 
' ' 
I . 11> Prix les plus souvent prat1ques et a1ns1 representat,fs, selon les ae,lleures est1aat1ons des e1perts des Etats lletlbres, du aarcht 
p•trolier de chaque Etat Neabre. 
Prices aost frequently charged and thus representative of the oil •arket in each llellber Stitt, according to the best est;111tes of 
the nat;onal e•perts • 
. 2> Pria • la poape/ Puap pr;ce 
·3> Pri• pour livraison de 2.000 • 5.000 litres./ Prices for deliveries of Z,000 to 5,000 lhru. 
•> Pria Pour livraison inferieure a 2000 tonnes par •ois ou infer;eure t 24.000 tonnes par an. Pria franco consoaaateurs. 
Prices for ooftakes of less than 2,000 tons per aonth or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consumer Prices. 
5> La moyenne resulte d'une pondtration des quantitts conso••••s de chaque produ;t concerne au cours de l'annte 1982 
The rt~ult of weighting the pr1ces of the products concerned by the quantities consuaed during tht period 1982 
P.r11 ~••1•aux/Max1~u• pr;ces. 
\ 
Coat CAP d'1pprovislonne .. nt en brut de la C01111Un1utt. 
CIF Coit of co .. unity crude oil supplies. 
Prix au 
Price 11 1t 
15.12.78 
Prix IU aois d'aoOt 1983 
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PRISSl·MIDDHHSI • MITTIILUNG AN DH PRISSI • PRISS·RHIASI • INFORMATION A LA PRISSI 
ANHOINDIH rlA TON·TYDD • INFORMAZIONf ALLA STAMPA • MfDfDfllNG AAN Of PfRS 
Brussels, 19th January 1984,· 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 227 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest available data 
relating·to price development in the Member States and for the Community as a whole. 
The Commission considers that the bulletin contributes to improved transparency as 
regards Community oil markets. .r 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of certain prices. 
They permit a comparison at any instant in time between Member States but s_uch a 
comparison may not be representative of international price relationships over a longer 
period. Moreover, it is evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations 
in exchange rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the product categories 
reported are not in every case representative of the bulk of sales for each product in 
each country), quality specifications and methods of distribution which are unique to 
each Member State. In this context the essentially indicative nature of some elements 
of ·table 2 is emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the beginning 
of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.35.75). 
I Weekly summary , I Evolution (in%) of Community indications for: 
• 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products at 9.1.84 <Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.1978 +59,50% 
compared with previous week 
-2,80% 
2°) Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies for September 1983(Table 3) 
compared with 15.12.1978 +112,20% 
(1) The CIF supply cost is derived from monthly declarations by.Member States <see 
Oil Bulletin 207 for methodology). 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROF¥E1SKE FJELLESSKABER - KOM\tSSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMSSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES - EnlTPOnH TON EYPOflAiKON KOII\IOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMISSIE VAN DE El.JROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
-·-·-· -·---~~· -.. ----- -
.filiveaux indicatifs hebdoaadaires dis prh-hors taxes I la -c:onfOilllft'lbll tfl 1111nnnernnT11111u..--
·weekly indicative consuaer price levels in national currencies. Taxe and duties excluded (1) 
(Tabt..u hebdoaadaire> 
\ E11ence super E11ence norule 
Preaiua gasoline Regular guol1he 
1000 L 1000 L 
(2) (2) 
lelgique <FB>• 15.440 14.500 
·t>annrk (DK) 2.260 2.195 
·" Deutschltnd <DII> 737 683 
Illas <OR> 29.130 27.143 
France (ff) 2.246,10 2.072,40 
Inland <Irish It) 271,11 273,59 
Ital ii <Lire>.· 450.790 409.130 
' LuHllbourg <FL) 15.060 14.0IO 
lltdtrland (Fl) 779 742 
United It i nfdoa (It ) 118,00 179,40 
.Prix IU 
Prices H at 
G110H aoteur 
Aut111111tive gasoil 


























TABLEAU 1 TABLE 
Fuel Residual HTS 













<1> Prix le plus souvent pratiquts et ainsi reprtsentttifs, selon les aeilleures estiutions cits experts des Etats Neabres, 
du nrcht pttrolier de chaque Etat Nelllbre. · 
Prices aost frequently changed and thus representative, of the oil .. rket in 11ch lletlbtr State, according to the best 
1stia1tes of the national experts. 
<2> Prix• la poapelPuap price. 
C3> Prix pour livra,son de 2.000 I 5.000 litres/Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
C4) Pri.x pour livrahons inftrieur11 • 2000 tonnes par aoh ou inftrieur11 • 24.000 tonnes par an. Prh franco conso-teurs. 
Prices for offttkes of less than 2,000 tons per aonth or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered cons111t1r Prices. 
~· Prh N1tinux/llaxiaua pric11. 
Niveaux indicatifs hebdoaadaires des prix hors taxes I la conso...tion en dolla~s courants 
Veekly indicative consuaer price levels in current dollars. Tu and duties excluded <h 
(Tabl..u htbdoaadaire) Prix au 9.1.1914 
Prices as at TABLEAU 2 TABLE 
Essence super Essence noraale Gasoi l aoteur &asoil chauffage Fuel Residual HTS 
Preaiua gasoline Regular gasoline autoaotive gasoil Heating gasoil Residual Fuel Oil MSC 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L Tonne 
(2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
lelgique • 267,35 252,12 259,42 235,32 111,66 
D1na1rk 220,43 214,09 247,74 241,-40 116,29 
Deutschlmd 259,96 240,91 255,02 232,45 171,41 
lllH 213,44 264, 11 191,65 191,65 126,23 
France 259,66 239,51 245,72 234,31 111,38 
Ireland 304,11 299,16 305,42 242, 17 116,IO 
Julia 262,46 231,21 250,21 230,52 177,33 
Luaeabourg 260,77 243,IO ,243,91 234,11 179,74 
·llederland 245,00 233,37 259,16 237,14 115,17 
United Kingctoa 262,45 250,45 254,50 271,25 111,20 
C.£.l!./1!.E.C. 
·a) Noyenne/Average (5) 261,0I 241,93, 251,21 237,14 177,76 
b) Variation aoyenne I 
Average variation i +36X +32X +44X +641 +'6X 
'9.1 .• 14 /15. 12. 71 
~ Variation aoyenne 1ur I 
lea 5 produits 
Average variation for I +59,50X I all 5 products 
9.1.14 /15.12.71 
' ' ' 
\ . 
' (.n Prix lH plus ._,nt pr1t1quls et 11ns1 reprlaent1t1fs, selon les •eilleures est1a1t1ons des experts des Etats Neabres, du Hrcht 
pttr.olier de cllaqt,e Etat llletlbre. 
Pri'ces 1191t frequentl1 charged and thus representative of the oil .. rket in each llellber State, according to the best esti .. tt$ of 
the national experts. · 
(?) Prix I la poape/ Puap price 
CJ> Prix pour livraison dt 2.000 ti 5.000 lHres./ Pric11 for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
C4) Prix pour livraison inftrieure 6 2000 tonnes par aois ou inftrieure I 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix franco con,oaaateurs. 
Prices for ooftakes of less than 2,000 tons per aont·h or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consumer Prices. 
u,) LA 1111y1nne rtsulte d'une pondtration des quantitts cons-tes de chaque produit concern* au cours de l'annt. 1912 
The result of weighting the prices of the products concerned by the quantities consuaed during the period 1912 
• Prix u1ia1u1t/Na1iau• prices. 
\ 
CoOt CAf d'appl'OV11t..,...nt en brvt c1e la C-...ut6. 
Ctf Coat .:,f c-1ty crude o1 l suppl in. 
Prh au 
Price as at 
15.12.71 
Prix au aois de septltlbre 1983 
Pr1ct as at Septeabtr 1913 
Evolution Cl> 
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COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N0.228 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest available data 
relating to price development in the Member States and for the Community as a whole. 
The Commission considers that the bulletin contributes to improved transparency as 
regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletjn follow the development over tim, of certain prices. 
They permit a comparison at any instant in time between Member.St~tes b~t such a 
comparison may not be representative of international price relationships over a longer 
period. Moreover, it is evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations 
in exchange rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the product categories 
reported are not in every case representative of the bulk of sales for each product in 
each country), quality specifications and methods of distribution which are unique to 
each Member State. In this context the essentially indicative nature of some elements 
of table 2 is emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the beginning 
of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.35.75). 
I Week Ly summary 
1 
Evolution Cin %) of Community indications for 
.. 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products at 16.1.1984 (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.1978 + 63 % 
compared with previous week 
+ 1,50 % 
2°) Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies for September 83 (Table 3) 
compared with 15.12.1978 + 112,20 % 
(1) The CIF supply cost is derived from monthly diclarations by. Member States (see 
Oil Bulletin 207 for methodology). 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROM:ISKE FJELLESSKABER - KOMMISSDI DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN C011Mv1UN1T1ES - COMlvlSSION DES COMMUNAUTES EIJIOPEEl\ll'IES - EmPOllH TON EYPOflAiKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COM.NTA EUROPEE - COt.fvlSSIE VAN DE ElRlPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
•ive1u1 indic1tifs hebdoa1d1ires des prix hors taxes i la conso .. 1tion en aonn1ies nation1lts 
Wttkly indic1tivt consuaer price levels in national currencies. T11t and duties ••eluded <i> 
<Tablt1u hebdoa1d1i re> 
Essence super Essence nor•1le 
Premium gasoline Regular gasoline 
1000 L 1000 L 
(2) (2) 
Belgique <PB)• 15.440 14.560 
D1na1rk (DK) 2.670 2.555 
Deutschl1nd <DM> 728 674 
Ell~s (DR) 29.130 27 .143 
France (Ff) 2.229,90 2.069,70 
Ireland <Irish It) 278, 18 273,59 
Italia (Lire)· 450.790 409.130 
Luxembourg (FL) 15.060 14.080 
Nederland (Fl) 786 748 
United KingdOII (It) 188,00 179,40 
.Prix au 
Prices as at 





























TABLEAU 1 TABLE 
Fuel Residuel HTS 













(1) Prix le plus souvent pratiques et ainsi representatifs, selon Les aeilleures estiaations des experts des Et1ts Me•bres, 
.·du narche 11etrolier de chaque Etat Membre. 
Prices aost frequently changed and thus representative, of the oil aarket in each Member Stat,, according to the best 
. esti~ates of the national experts. 
<2> Prix i la poape/Pump price. 
(3) Prix pour livraison de 2.000 i 5.000 litres/Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
<4> Pria Pour livraisons inftrieures i 2000 tonnes par aois ou inftrieures i 24.000 tonnes·par an. Prix franco conso ... teurs. 
Prices for offtakes of less than 2,000 tons per aonth or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consuaer Prices. 
·~L.!.t.iL..au.iaaux/Nuimum Prices. 
Niveaux indicatif~ hebd011adaires des prix hors taxes a la conso,..ation en dollars courants 













&uoil aoteur Gasoil chauffage 
1utoaotive g1soil Heating gasoil 
1000 L' 1000 L 
(2) (3) 
TABLEAU 2 TABLE 
Fuel Residual HTS 
Residual Fuel Oil HSC 
Tonne 
(4) 
Belgique • 269,56 254,20 266,45 242,18 D1n•1rk 262,86 187,63 Deutschlafld 259,53 
251,53 267,29 247,60 192,96 
Ell IS 284,77 
240,28 256,32 237,07 183,95 
France 259,78 
265,35 192,55 192,55 126,82 
Ireland 307,24 
241,12 251,30 239,28 188,61 
Ital i1 265,01 
302,17 308,49 244,61 188,67 
Luxellbour1 240,52 252,63 233,49 179,50 262,93 245,82 246,00 Nederland 249,12 236,04 181,22 
un; ted Ki•gdo• 237,08 266,24 ~~!-~~ m-~t 265,31 253, 17 257 , .. 
C.E.E.IE.E.C. 
1) Moyenrt/Aver19e (5) 263,15 243,48 254,93 241,57 
b) variation aoyenne X 181,78 
Average variation X +37X +33X +47X +67X 16.1.1984 /15.12.78 +91X 
cl Variation aoyenne sur 
Les 5 ;,roduits 
I I Aver1-ae variation for +63X a LL 5 ;,roduc ts 
16.1.1984 /15.12.78 
(1) . ' ' . Pr11 les plus souvent prat,ques et a1ns1 representat1fs, selon les ae,lleures est1mat1ons des experts des Etats Meabres, du ••rcht 






Prices aost frequently charged and thus representative of the oil market in each Member State, according to the best estiaates of 
the n.iion1l ••CMrts. 
Prix • la p.Ollpe/ Pu•p price 
Prix PQIH' LiYraison de 2.000 a 5.or,o litres./ Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 Litres. 
Prix oour livraison inferieure a 2~00 tonnes par aois ou inferieure • 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix franco consoaaateurs. 
Prices for ooftakes of less than 2,000 tons per month or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consuaer Prices. 
La ao,ennt resulte d'une ponderati;n des quantites conso9111ees de chaque produit concerne 1u cours de l'1nnee 1982 The result of weighting the prices ~f the products concerned by the quantities consumed during the Period 1982 ..... ~~~~--. 
TABLEAU 3 
TABLE 
\ !!! J1!. 
Collt CAF d'epprovilionne•nt en brut di la c-,,aud. 
ClF Cost of Coaaunity crude oil supplies, 
Prix au 
Price II at 
15.12.78 · 13,87 107 ,76-
Prix au aois de septellbre 1983 
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OMMA EKnPOrnnov TYllOY - GRUPPO DEL PORTAVOCE - BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
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PRISSl·MIDDIULSI • MITTHLUNG AN OIi PRISSI • PRISS·RILIASI • INfDRMATIDN A LA PRISSI 
INAKDINOIH rlA TON TYRO • INfDRMAZIDNI ALLA STAMPA • MIDIDHING AAN DI PIRS 1984 · ~usse(~, 2 ~liruary • 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N0.229 Y'/17.fl! 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest available data 
relating·to price development in the Member States and for the Community as a whole. 
The Commission considers that the bulletin contributes to improved transparency as 
regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of certain prices. 
They permit a comparison at any instant in time between Member States but such a 
comparison may not be representative of international price relationships over a longer 
period. Moreover, it is evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations 
in exchange rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, Cthe product categories 
reported are not in every case representative of the bulk of sales for each product in 
each country), quality specifications and methods of distribution which are unique to 
each Member State. In this context the essentially indicative nature of some elements 
of table 2 is emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the beginning 
of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.35.75). 
I Weekly summary 1 Evolution Cin X) of Community indications for 
• 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products at 23.1.1984 (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.1978 +64% 
compared with previous week +0,16% 
2°> Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies for 23.1.1984 (Table 3) 
compared with 15.12.1978 +112,20% 
(1) The CIF supply cost is derived from monthly declarations by.Member States (see. 
Oil Bulletin 207 for methodology). 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPIEISKE FIELLESSKABER - KOM"'1SSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMISSION DES COM\1UNAUTES EUROPEENNES - EnlTPOOH TON EYPOflAiKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMISSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
-Niveaux indicatifs hebdoaadaires des prh hors taxes i la consoaation en aonnaies nationales 
Weekly indicative consumer price levels in national currencies. Taxe and duties excluded (1) 
(Tableau hebdollladaire> 
' Essence super Essence nonaale 
Preaium gasoline Regular gasoline 
1000 L 1000 L (2) (2) 
Belgique (FB)* 15.440 14.560 
Danmark (DK) 2.630 2.515 
Deutschland (OM) 715 661 
Ellas (DR) 30.9&8 28.988 
France (Ff) 2.229,90 2.069,70 
Ireland <Irish tt> 278,18 273,59 
Italia (Li re)'.· 450.790 409.130 
t 
Luxembourg (Fl.) 15.060 14.080 
Nederland (fl) 794 757 
United Kingdot1 Ct) 188,00 179,40 
~Prix au 
Prices as at 





























TABLEAU 1 TABLE 
fuel Residuel ffTS 













(1) Prix le plus souvent pratiqw,s et ainsi representatifs, selon les meilleures estiaations des experts des Etats Mellbres, 
du aarche petrolier de chaque Etat Nembre. 
Prices 1110st frequently changed and thus representative, of the oit market in each Mellber State, according to the best 
estimates of the national experts. 
(2) Prix• La pompe/Putllp price. 
(3) Prix pour livraison de 2.000 a 5.000 litres/Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
(4) Prix pour livraisons inferieures a 2000 tonnes par aois ou inferieures • 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix franco consommateurs. 
Prices for offtakes of less than 2,000 tons per aonth or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consumer Prices. 
'*' Prix aaxiaaux/llaxiaum prices. 
Niveaux ; ndi cat ifs hebd0111adai res des pri.x hors taxes a la consomma tion en dollars courants 
Weekly indicative consumer price Levels in current dollars. Tax and duties excluded (1) 
(Tableau hebdoaadaire> Prix au 
Prices as at 23.1.1984 TABLEAU 2 TABLE 
Essence super Essence noraale Gasoil moteur Gasoil chauffage Fuel Residual HTS 
Premium gasoline Regular gasoline aut0111otive gasoil Heating gasoil Residual Fuel Oil HSC 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L Tonne (2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
Belgique * · · 268,14 252,86 265,05 240,91 186,64 Dan1Hrk I 257,33 246,08 265,65 246,08 191,78 Deutsch land 253,54 234,39 257,80 237,23 182,97 Ellas ·' 300,24 280,86 195,64 195,64 150,10 France 258,44 239,88 '250,01 238,05 187,64 Ireland 305,59 300,54 306,83 243,29 187,66 Italia 262,81 2'38,52 250,54 241,11 181,23 Luxembourg . 261,54 244,52 244,70 234,80 180,27 Nederland 250,27 238,61 264,77 243,34 193,22 United Kingdom 264,04 251,96 256,03 290,44 199,29 
C.E.E.IE.E.C. 
a> Moyenne/Average (5) 261, 11 240,06 254,31 244, 13 185,76 
b) Variation •oyenne X 
Average variation X +36% +31% +46% +69% +95% 23.1.1984 115.12.78 
c> Variation moyenne sur 
les 5 produhs 
f I Average variation for +64% all 5 products 
23.1.1984 115.12.78 
' ' ' ' 1) Prix les plus souvent prat1ques et a1ns1 representat1fs, selon les me1lleures est1aat1ons des experts des Etats Neabres, du marche 
petrolier de chaque Etat Membre. 
Prices aost frequently charged and thus representati11e of the oil aarket in each Neaber State, according to the best esti11ates of 
the national experts. 
~> Prix a la poape/ Pump price 
5) Prix pour l.ivraison de 2.000 • 5.000 litres.I Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
•> Prix pour livraison inferieure a 2000 tonnes par mois ou inferieure a 24.000 tonnes-par an. Prix franco consommateurs. 
Prices for ooftakes of less than 2,000 tons per month or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consuaer Prices. 
>> La 11<>yenne resulte d'une ponderation des quantites conso .. ees de chaque produit concerne au co~rs de l'annee 1982 
The resul-t of weighting the prices of the products concerned by the quantities consumed during the pedod 1982 
• Priw 111a•i•aux/NaxiaU11 prices. 
HSC 
\ 
coot CAF d'approv1s1onnement en brut de La Coamunaut6. 
CIF Cost of Comaunity crude oil supplies, 
Prix au 
Price as at 
15.12.78 
,' 
Prix au mois de septeMbre 1983 




____ ..L _____ , 
e n1 r ce1 o • ro eua ro ucu ,n at on1 currencies. 
9rtx de vent, des ~roduits pttroliers en aonnaies national•• 
SlUPi ftl Pd "Nl[ 
Prix 110yens pr1tiquts au 






Ireland (I .It) 
Italia <Li re) 
Luxellbourg < FL) 
Nederland (fl) 










U, Kingdoll (IU 
Essence super Essence NorHle 
Preaiua Gasoline Regular G11olin1 
1000 L (1) 1000 L (1) 
TUii ttors tun Pru 01 vente TUH Hors taxes Pr1X oe vente 
Without TUH Sellina Price Without TIXH Sell i11a Price 
17.800 15.200 33.000 17.540 14.160 31.700 
3.291,07 2.391,93 5.690 3.276,64 2.333,36 5.610 
682, 10 711 1,400, 10 675 667 1,342 
20.869,72 29.130,28 50.000 18.856,43 27,143,57 46,000 
2,666,80 2.293;,20 4.960 ~.503,70 2,136,30 4,640 
342,75 275,70 618,45 341,74 271,34 613,01 
744,210 450.790 1,195.000 735.870 409.130. 1,145.000 
11.830 14.970 26.800 11. 730 14.170 25,900 
1.007 823 1.830 997 767 1.764 
215,60 187 ,90 403,50 214,40 180 394,40 
&1soil Ch1uff1ge Fuel Lourd HTS 
. H11ting Gasoil Heavy Fuel HSC 
1000 L (3) Tonne (3) 
Tues Hors taxes Prix de vent e Tues Hors taxes . Prix de vente 
Without T1x11 SelUna Price Without TIXH Sellina DP•e• 
2.197 12,923 15.120 
-
9.812 9.812 
971,32 2.418,68 3.390 410 , 1.840 2.250 
112 648 760 15 491 506 
~-303,67 19.696,33 24,000 1,511 12.973 14.484 
570,60 2,025,40 2.596 53 1.484 1.537 
30,05 233,50 263,55 10.14 176.01 186, 15 
171.142 395.594 566.736 1.000 291.220 292.220 
790 13. 190 13.980 100 9.904 10.004 
175 746 921 11,20 575 586,20 
7,7 180,40 188, 10 7,93 126,44 134,37 
(1) Prix• la poape/Puap price 
(2) Livriisons de iooo • 5000 L,/D11liveries of 2,000 to 5,000 L, 
(3) Livr1isons de 110in1 2000 tonnes par 110is •t de 110ins d• 24,000 tonnes per en 












I TABLEAU 4 I TAILE 
• 61101 l lloteur • 
Autoaotive &atoll 
1000 L. (1) 
Hors tUH Pr1.x oe vent1 




~.303,67 19,696,33 24.000 
1,514 2,126 3.710 
~61,25 272,75 534,00 
176,263 429,737 · 606.000 
6.460 13,740 20.200 
.314 812 1.196 
186,30 182,50 3~,80 
TIUX de change IU 15.11.1914 
11 • 54,38 FB - 9,6420 CD -
2,6770 DII - 96,10 DR -
8,1485 ff - 0,8594 It irl. -
,.620,75 Lires - 2,9975 fl -
0,6741 It 1ngl. 
1tcu • 45,9~9 FB - 8,15330 CD -
2,26368 DII - 81,2624 DR -
6,89039 FF - 0,726775 l!irl. -
1,370,51 Lire1 - 2,53469 Fl, -
0,570005 It angl. 
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<;>MAM EKnPOrnnov TYnoY - GRUPPO DEL PORTAVOCE - BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
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COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N0.230 
"/'117.'/I/ 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by th~ Commission, gives the latest available data 
relating to price development in the Member States and for the Community as a whole. 
The Commission considers that the bulletin contributes to impr6ved transparency as 
regards community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of certain prices. 
They permit a comparison at any instant in time between Member States but such a 
comparison may not be representative of international price relationships over a Longer 
per~od. Moreover, it is evident that such a comparison is Limited even if fluctuations 
in exchange rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
cate_gi;:iries of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the product categor·ie 
repo~ted are not in every case representative of the bulk of sales for each product in 
each 2ountry), quality specifications and methods of distribution which are unique to 
each Member State. In this context the essentially indicative nature of some elements 
of table 2 is emphasised. 
" 
A detailed methodology will be appended to. the bulletin published at the beginning 
of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.35.75). 
I Weekly summary Evolution (in%) of Community indications for 
1°) ·Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products at 30.1.1984 (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.1978 +64% 
compared with previous week 
2°) Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies for September '83 (Table 3) 
compared with 15.12.1978 +112,20% 
(1) The CIF supply cost is derived from monthly declarations by. Member States (see 
~il Bulletin 207 for methodology). 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EU~ISKE FJELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMISSION DES COMrvfJNAUTES ElRJPEENNES - EnlTPOnH TON EYPOnAIKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSK)NE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMISSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
N;veau1 1nd;·,i~1fs. hebf'!·,.-.J1-,,r,., ,j.· ;,r1, hur; t4'1t1:. 3 la con·,·,,r,~.itiur. t,, :11t. .. w·:\i-?'c, r.ationa•.eos 
Weekl.y indica!,,-! consu.,~r pr,::~ le.-:~s in ~t_ional. c~_c_t.'ncies. Taae and duti.es excludfd.(1) 
(Tableau hobdomadai rol 
. Essene• super Essence normale 
Pre11iu11 gasoline Regular gasoline 
1000 L 1000 L 
(2) (2) 
BelgiQue (FBI• 15.440 14.560 
Oanmark (DK) 2.630 2.515 
Deutschland (D"l 705 650 
El las (DA) 30.988 28.988 
france (ff) 2.229,90 2.069,70 
Ireland CI ri sh ~) 277 ,90 273,66 
Italia (Lire) 450.790 409.130 
Luxembourg (fl) 14.780 13.890 
Nederland (Fl) 794 757 
United Kingdom (~ l 188,00 179,40 
.Prix au 
Pricos as at 












































(1) Pri• le plus souvent pratiques et ainsi representatifs, selon les aeilleures estimations des ••perts des Etats "e11bres, 
du marche petrolier de chaque Etat "embre. 
Prices most frequently changed and thus representative, of the oil •arket in each "ember State, according to the best 
estimates of the national experts. 
(2) Prix a la pompe/Pump peice. 
(3l Pei• poue liv,aison de 2.000 a 5.000 litres/Prices for deliveries of 2,000. ta 5,000 litres. 
(4) Prix pour livraisons infe,ieu,•s a 2000 tonnes par mois ou inferieures a 24.000 tonnes par an. Pri• franco consommateurs. 
Prices for offtakes of less than 2,000 tons per •onth or less than 24,000 tons per year. Deliverod Consumer Prices. 
·•• Prix ma1imau1/Mdxlmum prices. 
Hiveau• indicatifs hebde11adairos des pri• hors taxos a la conso .. ation en dollars courants 





Pricos as at 30.1.1984 TAlll..t,\U TABLE z 
Essence super Essence noraale Gasoi l 110teur Gasoil chauffage Fuel Residual HTS,. 
Proaiu11 gasoline Regular gasolino aut0110tive gasoil Heating gasoil RH idual Fuel Oil HSC 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L Tonne 
(2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
. BelgiQut • 268,87 253,54 274,27 250,04, 187,14 
Dan•ark 258,03 246,75 266,37 246,75 192,29 
: Deutsch land 250,85 231,28 255,83 240,89 183,60 
El las 299,60 280,26 195,23 195,23 149,71 
France 259 ,32 240,69 250,85 238,85 188,27 
l eoland 305,68 301,02 306,22 243,61 187,91 
Italia 263,08 238,76 250,79 241,35 187,19 
Lu•embourg 257,37 241,88 258,07 241,32 189,41 
Nederland 250,85 2:59,16 272,96 251,16 195,88 
United Kingdo• 264,37 252,28 256,36 290,81 199,40 
C .E.E. /E.E.C. 
al Moyenne/Average (5) 260,97 238,54 2 54,81 246,53 187,92 
b) Variation aoyenno lt 
Averago variation lt +35% +30% +46X +70X +97X 
30. 1.84 115. 12. 78 
cl Variation moyenne sur 
Les 5 p,·oduits 
Averag~ ~ariation for I +64X I all S products 
30. 1 .84 /15.12.78 
' Pr11 les plus so,.vent prat1Ques et a1ns1 representatds, selon Los ae,lleures ost111at1ons des uperts des Etats Mellbres, du a,rcht 
petrolier de chaQue Etat Membre. 
Prices most froquently charged and thus representative of tho oil aarket in each "••ber State, according to the best estiaatos of 





Prix & la po11pe/ Pump price 
Prix pour livraison de 2.000 a 5.000 litres./ Prices for deliverios of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
Prix pour livraison inferieure a 2000 tonnes par aois ou inferieure a 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix franco conso••ateurs. 
Prices for ooftakes of less than 2,000 tons per month or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consumer Prices. 
La moyenne resulte d'uno ponderation dos Quantites consommees de chaque produit concorn• au cours de L'ann .. 1982 
The result of woighting tho prices of tho products concornod by the Quantities consumod during the period 1912 
\ !!! 
coot CAF d'approvisionneaent en brut de la Ce11111un1utt. 
Clf Cost of co .. unity crude oil supplies. 
Prix IU 
Price as at 
15.12.71 13,17 
Prix au septellbre 1983 











Belgique (FB) 17.660 
Oanmark (KO) 3.262,21 
Oeutschland (OM) 684,90 
El las (DR) 20.869,72 
France CF F) 2.658,90 
Ir.eland CI.ID 342,75 
Italia (Lire) 744.210 
Luxembourg ( FU 11.840 
Nederland C FU 1.002 
U. Kingdom (ll) 215,60 
Taxes 
Belgique ( FB) 2.209 
Danmark (KO) 983,94 
Deutschland (OM) 110,50 
t L Las (DR) 14.303,67 
France ( FF) 571,60 
Ireland (I .ll) 30,32 
Italia (Lire) 170.961 
Luxembourg (FL) 810 
Nederland < FU 174 
U. Kingdom (ll) 7,70 
?r~x de ve~te des prod~it5 ~f:rotiers en mor~aies nat~c~aies 
Se~Li~g Pr~ces of Petro·~~~ ~~,d~rts in Nat1o~al currencies. 
Prix moyens pratiques_au 15.12.1983 
Average of prices ruling as at 
.. _ .. ___ --c 
-== 2--
Essence sup-er Essence Normale 
Premium Gasoline Regular Gasoline 
1000 L (1) 1000 L (1) 
Hors taxes Prix de vente Taxes Hors taxes Prix de vente 
Without Taxes Selling Price Without Taxes Sellinq Price 
14.640 32.300 17.460 13.840 31.300 
2.267,79 5.530 3.247,79 2.202,21 5.450 
741 1.425,90 677,40 688 1.365,40 
29.130,28 50.000 18.856,43 27.143,57 46.000 
2.246,10 4.905 2.492,60 2.072,40 4.565 
27-5,70 618,45 341,74 271,34 613,08 
450.790 1.195,000 735.870 409.130 1.145,000 
15.060 26.900 11. 720 14.080 25.800 
808 1.810 992 754 1.746 
187,90 403,50 214,40 180,00 394,40 
Gasoil Chauffage Fuel Lourd HTS 
Heating Gasoil • Heavy Fuel HSC 
1000 L (3) Tonne (3) 
Hors taxes Prix de vente Taxes Hors taxes . Prix de vente 
Without Taxes Selling Price Wi trout Taxes Sellina Price 
12. 991 15.200 - 9.868 9.868 
2.476,06 3.460 410 1. 910 2.320 
654 764,50 15 501 516 
19.696,33 24.000 1 • 511 12.973 14.484 
2.027,40 2.599 55 1.513 1.568 
238,70 269,02 10,14 175,72 185 ,86 
394~384 565.345 1.000 298.208 299.208 
13.520 14.330 100 10.380 10.480 
740 914 11,20 577 588,20 







· Gasoi l Moteur · 
Automotive GasoiL 
1000 L (1) 
4 
Hors taxes Prix de vent, 




14.303,67 19.696,33 24.000 
1.584,50 2.125,50 3.710 
. 
261,25 272,75 534,00 
176.260 429.740 606.000 
6.510 14.090 20.600 
381 806 1.187 
186,20 182,00 368,20 
. 
Taux de change au 15.12.1983 
1 g = 56,1375 FB - 9.9775 CD -
2,7550 DM - 98,94 DR -
8,4295 FF - 0,8880 ~irl. -
1.671,75 Lires - 0,7020 ~ angl. 
3,0920 Fl. 
ec u = 4 5, 961 f 8 - 8, 1688 CD -
2,25558 DM - 81,0044 DR -
6,90142 FF - 0,727107 ( irl.-
1,368,70 Lires - 2,53149 FL.-
0,574744 ~ angl. 
----·· --- ·--···-···- --- -····-····--. ---··--·-(1) Prix~ La p0~pe/Pu~r ~rice 
C~) L~Jrai~crs ie ~Jn~ 
_,J l. • .-'>~: ·'=r'.· s e,f ),_'}0 ro s,rj;JO L • 




.'..J ' a :f ?~.c,~ J ~s ~ar an 
J ~ r r:i r _ 
... ·. 
BULLETIN PETROLIER CEE NO. 2~~ 
EEC OIL BULLETIN NO. 230 
Prix C.A.F. •oyen de l'approvisionneaent en p•trole brut de la Comaunautt 
en I par baril •. 
Average c.1.F. prices of Com•unity supplies of crude oil in I per barrel 
BEL DEN GERM FRAN IRE lTAl NETH U.K. EEC c1 > I/bbl Index 
4 e Trim 78 
4th Q 78 
1~ Trim 81 
1st Q 81 
2' Trim 81 
2nd Q 81 
3e Trim 81 
3rd Q 81 
4e Trim 81 
4th Q 81 
1' Trim 82 
1st Q 82 
2e Trim 82 
2nd Q 82 
3e Trim 82 
3rd Q 82 
4 e Tdm 82 
4th Q 82 
1e Trim 83 
1st Q 83 
2e Trim 83 
2nd Q 83 
3e Trim 83 
3rd Q 83 
,, 
n.,9s 13,92 14,04 14, 19 13,88 13,21 13,84 13,8~ n,81 
.. 
38,50 38,40 37,30 35,90 36,8~ 36,70 37,58 37,45 
37,53 37,38 37,76 37,11 36,8c 37,53 37,51 37,39 
34,69 35,64 36,41 
35,48 35,82 36,07 
34,42 35,18 35,99 
32,30 33,12 34,46 
- 35,5c 35,38 35,01 35,65 
- 34,8S 35,49 35,63 35,62 
- 34,1~ 35,50 34,67 35,10 
- 32,m 32,65 32,13 32,97 
33,39 33,60 34,84 33,30 32,4: 33,25 33,57 33,57 
33,59 33,80 34,64 34,17 32,6i 33,54 33,75 33,69 
31,75 31,48 33,19 32,17 30,77 32,07 31,73 31,81 
29,43 29,24 30,07 30,02 28,57 29,21 29,58 29,34 














. -- __________ _... __ ~ __ _...i,_ _ _L..,. __ .J_ _ ___l _ _JL_ _ _L __ J_ ____ _L ___ -· 
(1) Base 4e Trimestre 1978 = 100 
Basis 4th Quarter 1978 = 100 
TALSMANDENS GRUPPE - SPRECHERGRUPPE - SPOKESMAN'S GROUP - GROUPE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
OMMA EKnPOHllOY TYllOV - GRUPPO DEL PORTAVUCE - BUREAU VAN DE WOOROVOERDER 
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Brussels, 16 February 1984 
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COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 231 L/ if/ 7 · '(// 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest available data 
relating to price development in the Member States and for the Community as a whole. 
The Commission considers that the bulletin contributes to improved transparency as 
regards Community oil markets. 
,. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of certain prices. 
They permit a comparison at any instant in time between Member States but such a 
comparison may not be representative of international price relationships over a longer 
period. Moreover, it is evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuatio~s 
in exchange rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the sa~e 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, Cthe product catero~;es 
reported are not in every case representative of the bulk of sales for each product in 
each country), quality specifications and methods of distribution which are unique to 
each Member State. In this context the essentially indicative nature of some elements 
of table 2 is e~phasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the beginning 
of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand Ctelephon·e 235.35.75). 
Weekly summary 
1 
Evolution (in X) of Community indications for 
4 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products at 6.2.1984 (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.1978 +68% 
compared with previous week +2,30% 
2°) Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies for October 1983 \(Table 3) 
compared with 15.12.1978 +113,80% 
(1) The CIF supply cost is derived from monthly d~clarations by;Member States (see 
Oil Bulletin 207 for methodology). 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EURO~ISKE FIELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EU'IOPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMtvtSSION DES COMMUNAUTES ~ENNES - EnlTPOnH TON EYPOnAfKON KOtNOTHTON 





Essence suoer Essence norNle . 
Preaiua ,asol ine legular gasoline 
1000 L 1000 L 
(2) (2) 
Belgique (FB>• 15.440 14.560 
Danaark (DK) 2.760 2,645 
Oeutschland (1110 722 667 
Ellas (DI> 30.911 28.9U 
France (ff) 2.229,90 2.069,70 
tretand Urhh ~> 277 ,90 273,66 
ttalia (Lire> 450.790 . 409.130 
Luxellbourg C FL> 14.780 13.890 
Nederland (Ft> 794 757 
United Kingdool (I() 188,00 179,40 
.Prh au 































TABLEAU 1 TABLE 
Fuel lesiduel MTS 












Cll Pri• le plus souvent pratiqufs et ainsi reprfsentatifs, selon Les aeilleures estiaatlons des experts des Etats Meabres, 
du aarche petrolier de chaque Etat Mellbre. 
Prices aost frequently changed and thus representative, of the oil aarket in each Meaber State, according to the best 
estiaates of the national experts. 
(2) Pri• II la po,ape/Pump price. 
(3) Prh pour livraison de 2.000 II 5.000 litres/Prices for delivedes of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
(4) Pri• pour li.,..aisons inferieures a 2000 tonnes par •ois ou inftrieures II 24.000 tonnes par an. Pri1 franco consoaaateurs. 
Prices for offtakes of less than 2,000 tons per •onth or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consuaer Prices. 
·•• Pri• •••i••ux/Maxi•u• pr;c~s. 
Niveau• indicatifs hebdolladairu des prh hors tun II la consoaaation en dollars courants 

















Gasoi l aoteur &asoil chauffage 
autC111ot;ve gasoil Heating gasoil 




TABLEAU 2 \ TABLE . 
Fuel lesidual MTS 




I Deutsch land 262,45 242,45 267,53 249,00 194,47 






France 264, 11 245,13 255,48 243,26 195,30 
I re land 311,96 307,20 312,51 241,61 191,77 
Italia 266,77 242,12 254,32 244,74 189,64 
Lu1eabourg 262,47 246,67 263,18 253,24 193,16 
Nederland 255,75 243,83 278,62 256,07 200,35 
United Kingdoa 267,27 255,04 259,16 294,00 201,30 
C.E.E.IE.E.C. 
al Moyenne/Average (5) 266,61 246,74 260,82 251,11 192,59 
b) Variat;on aoyenne X 
+38X +34% +50X Average variation X +741 +102% 
6.2.84 /15.12.78 
c> Variation aoyenne sur 
les 5 produits 
Average variation for 
·1 +68% I all 5 products 
6.2.84 /15.12.78 
(1 > . Pr1• les plus souvent prat1qu•s et a1ns1 representat1fs, selon les ae1lleures estimations des experts des Etats Neabres, du aarch• 





Prices aost frequently charged and thus representative of the oil aarket in each Mellber State, according to the best estiaates of 
the national experts. 
Prix l la poape/ Puap price 
Prh pour livraison de 2.000 • 5.000 litres./ Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
Prix pour livraison inferieure l 2000 tonnes par aois ou inferleure II 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix franco contC11111ateur1. 
Prices for ooftakes of less than 2,000 tons per aonth or less than 24,000 tons per year. Del;vered Consuaer Prites. 
La aoyenne resulte d'une ponderation des quantites consoaaees de chaque prodult concerne au court de l'arvt .. 1982 
The result of weighting the prices of the products concerned by the quantities cons..,.ed during the period 1982 
• Pr;x •••i•aux/Maxi•u• prices. I, TAIi.EAU J _ nae 
\ !!! !!!. 
CoOt CAF d'approvhionnnent en brvt de la c-uu. 
CIF Cost of Coaaunity crude oil supplies, 
Prix IU 
Price as at 
15.12.71 13,17 
Prix au aois d'octobre 1913 
Price as at October 1983 
Evolution CS) 
6.2.84 /15.12.71 
29,66 !. 219,24 
TALSMANDENS GRUPPE - SPRECHERGRUPPE - SPOKESMAN'S GAOU' - GROUPE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
OMM.A EKnPm:onov TYflO'r' - GRUPPO DEL PORTAVOCE - BlffAU VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
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Brussels, 23 February 1984. 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 232 l/ 'II 7 ·YI I 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest available data 
relating:to price development in the Member States and for the Community as a whole. 
The Commission considers that the bulletin contributes to improved transparency as 
regards Community oil markets. 
The f~gures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of certain prices. 
They permit a comparison at any instant in time between Member States but such a 
comparison may not be representative of international price relationshipi over a longer 
period. Moreover, it is evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations 
in exchange rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the product categories 
reported are not in every case representative of the bulk of sales for each product in 
each country), quality specifications and methods of distribution which are unique to 
each Member State. In this context the essentially indicative nature of some elements 
of table 2. is emphasised. ' 
A det~iled methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the beginning 
of each quarter. 
The Comm~ssion Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.35.7,). 
j Week~y summary 1 Evolution (in%) of Community indications for 
• 
1°) ~eighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products at 13.2.1984 (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.1978 +68% 
' 
compared with previous week 
: . 
2°> Weighted average CIF cost of crude· 
~i l supplies for October 1983 (Table 3) 
.compared with 15.12.1978 +113,80% 
(1) the CIF supply cost is derived from monthly declarations by:Member States (see 
Oil Bulletin 207 for methodology). 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EU~ISKE FJELLESSKABER - KOMMSSK)N DER EU'IOPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
!cOMMSSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNmEs - COMMISSION DES COMMlNAI.JTES ElRJPEENNES - EnlTPOOH TON EYPOflAIKON KOINOTHTON 
:coMMISSKJNE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMISSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
Niveaux indicatif1 hebdolladaires des prix hors taxes• la con111t1111tion en dollars courant1 
Weekly indicathe consumer price levels in current dollars. Tu and duties ncluded <p 
(Tableau hebdoudaire> Prix au 
Prices as at 13.2.1984 TAil.EAU z I TAIU • 
Essence super Essence noraale &asoi l 110teur Cia1oil chauffage fuel le1idual HTS 
Preaiua gasoline Regular gasoline automotive gasoil Neat hig gasoil lesidual fuel OH NSC 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L Tonne (2) (2) (2) (]) (4) 
Belgique • 275,60 259,90 266,71 241,81 116,74 
Oanaark 272,02 260,47 212,05 262,48 202,76 
Deutsch land 258,42 238,32 265,00 245,27 194,45 . 
Ellu 303,71 284, 11 197 ,91 197,91 151,13 
France 264,80 24S,77 256,15 ZU,90 195,82 
I re land 313,33 308,55 3b,S9 Z49,71 192,61 
Italia 267,53 242,80 255,03 245,44 190,44 
Luxembourg 263,82 247,93 264,53 254,54 194, 15 
Nederland 257,33 245,34 272,24 249,23 201,91 
United Kongdoa 255,67 243,47 258,50 29Z,96 200,51 
C.E.E.IE.E.C. 
a) Royenne/Average (5) 263,26 242,76 260, 11 Z50,ZZ 19Z,82 
b) variation 110yenne I 
Average variation I +371 +321 +50l +731 +1021 
13.2 .14 /15.12.78 
·c> Variation aoyenne sur 
l es 5 produi ts 
I I Average variation for 611 all 5 products 
13.2.1984 /15.12. 78 
' (f) Pr1x les pl~s souvent prat1quls et afns, reprfsentatifs, selon Les •eilleures estfaation1 des experts del Etat1 llleabrt1, du aarcht 
p•trolier dt chaque Etat Nellbre. 
Prices 1101t· frequently charged and thus representative of the oil aarket in each lletlber State, accordint to the belt e1tiaate1 of 
the national experts. · 
<2> Prix • la poape/ Puap price 
<3> Prix pour livraison de 2.000 • 5.000 litres./ Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
(4) Prix pour livraison inftrieure • 2000 tonnes par 110is ou inf,riture • 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix franco con10a1111teur1. 
Prices for ooftakes of less than 2,000 tons per aonth or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consumer Prices. 
<5> La 110yenne r,sulte d'une pondtration des quantitts consoaates de chaque produit concernt au cours de l'ann .. 1912 
The result of weighting the prices of the products concerned by the quantities consumed during the period. 1982 
• P~i• aaxia1ux/Naxiaua prices. 
~iveau1 indicatifs hebd~m•i~ire; ~e; pria hors ta1,; • la ccnso .. ation en aonnaies nttionales 
Weekly indicative cons1J111er pric~ levels in natior.al currencies. Ta1e and duties excluded (1) 
(Tableau hebdoaadaire) .Prix au Prices as at 13.Z. 1914 
TAILEAU 1 TAILE 
. Essence super Euence noraale 6asol l 110teur · 6asoll chauffage fuel Residuel HTS 
Preaiu11 gasoline Regular gasoline Autoaotlve gasoil Heating gasoll Residual Fuel Oil NSC 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L Tonne (2) (2) (2) (]) (4) 
Belgique (fB>• 15.440 14.560 14.942 1].547 10.462 Danaark (DK) 2.710 2.595 2.110 2.615 2.020 Deutschland (D~) 707 652 725 671 5:SZ Ellas (DR) 30.988 21.988 20.193 20. 19] 15.492 France (ff) 2.229,90 2.069,70 2.157,10 2.05],9JI 1.649 Ireland (Irish.It) 277,90 273,66 271,39 221,47 170,13 I taUa <Lire) 450.790 409.130 429.740 413.565 320.897 Luxembourg (fl) · 14.780 1].890 14.820 14.260 10.177 Nederland (fl) 794 757 840 769 62] United Kingdo• <i> 180,30 171,70 182,30 206,60 141,40 
(1) Prix le plus souvent pratiques et ainsi representatifs, selon les •eilleures estiaations des e1pert1 des Etats Neabres, 
du aarche pttrolier de chaque Etat Ne11bre. 
Prices aost frequently changed and thus representative, of the oil aarket in each Neaber State, according to the best 
estimates of the national e1perts. 
(2) Pri• i l1 poape/PU11p price. 
(3) Prh pour livraison de 2.000 i 5.000 litres/Prices for deUveries of 2,000 to S,000 litres. 
(4) Pri• pour livraisons inferieures a 2000 tonnes par •ois ou inferieures lr24.000 tonnes par an. Pri• franco conso .. ateurs. 
Prices for offtakes of less than 2,000 tons per aonth or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Cons .. ,r Prices. 
" 
r-------, 
' CoGt CAF d'approvisfonneaent en brut de la Coaaunautf. 
Clf Cost of Coaaunity crude ofl supplies, 
Prb IU 
Price II at 
15.12.71 
Prb au 110is d'octobre 1913 
Prl ce as at October 191] 
Evolution (X> 
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PRISSl·MHDllllSI • MITTHLUNG AN OIi PRISSI • PRISS·RIUASI • INFORMATION A LA PRISSI 
ANAKDINDIH nA TON nno • INFORMAZIONI ALLA STAMPA. MIDIDHING AAN DI PIRS 
Brussels, 1st March 1984. 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 233 i/l/17. YI/ 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest available data 
relating· to price development in the Member States and for the Community as a whole. 
The Commission considers that the bulletin contributes to improved transparency as 
regards Community oil markets. · 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of certain prices. 
They permit a comparison at any instant in time between Member States but such a 
comparison may not be representative of international price relationships over a longer 
period. Moreover, it is evident that such a comparison is Limited •ven if fluctuatior1s 
in exchange rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the product categories 
reported are not in every case representative of the bulk of sales for each product in 
each country), quality specifications and methods of distribution which are unique to 
each Member State. In this context the essentially indicative nature of some elements 
of table 2 is emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the beginning 
of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.35.75). 
1 Evolution (in X) of Community indications for I Weekly summary : 
' 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products at 20.2.1984 (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.1978 +70,50% 
compared with previous week +1,60% 
2°) Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
(1) 
oil supplies for November '83 (Table 3) 
compared with 15.12.1978 +113,30% 
The CIF supply cost is deriv~d from monthly diclarations by.Member States (see 
Oil Bulletin 207 for methodology). 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPIEISKE FJELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EU'IOPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
. COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMISSION DES COMMUNAUTES ElR)PEENNES - ElllTPOnH TON EYPOflA\KON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMISSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
(Tableau hebdoaadaire) 
.. 
.Pri& IIU 20 2 1"•• Prices as ·at : • • - · 
TAlllEAU 
Tdl.E 
Essence super Essence noraale &asoil aoteur &aseH chauffate Fuel •••iduel MTS 
. Preaiua 1asoline aegular gasoline AutOIIOtive gasoil Meat illg gasoll aesidual fuel Oil MSC 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L Tenne (2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
aelgl .. e (Fl>• 15.040 14.320 14.512 13.111 10.462 
oanaerll (It<) 2.175 2.760 2.1145 2.615 .. 2.020 
0<1ut1chland (9") 694 639 710 M6 SJ2 
EllH OU ,o.,oa 21.911 20. 193 Z0.193 15.492 
France (ff) 2.246,80 2.016,50 2.233,00 2.136,.U, 1.649 
lrelanll Uri sh It) 277,90 273,66 271,39 226,37 175,51 
Italia (Lire)· 450.7<;0 409.130 443.650 426.234 326.420 
Luullltourg (FU 14.780 13.190 14.120 14.260 10.177 
Nederlan,. (fl) 711 746 115 745 609 
Unite,. Kingdo• (It) 180,30 171,70 1'6,10 206,20 141,00 
(1) Pri• Le plus souvent pratiquts et ainsi reprtsentatifs, selon Les aeilleures estiaatlons des e1perts des Etats lleabres, 
du narcht petr•lier ,._ chaque Etat Ne•-re. . 
Prices r:,ost frequently changed and thus representative, of the oil aarket in each Neaber State, accor,.,n, t• the best 
estigat2s of the national e•perts. 
(2l Pri• 6 la.poape/Puap price. 
(3) Pris peur livraison de 2.000 i 5.000 litres/Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
(4) Pri• peur•livraisons inferieures i 200I tonnes par aois ou inferieures i 24.000 tonnes pu ·~· Pria franc•, C9!1S-Ueurs. 
Pri~s for efftakes of less than 2,000 tons per aonth or less than 24,000 tons per year. tel1vered Cens..,..r. Pr1ces. 
·•• Pri1 aaaiaaux/Naxiaua prices. 
--·-
Niveaux inllicatifs hebdoaadaires des prh hors taxes i la cens-tion en dellars citurants 
llnkly indicative consumer price levels in current dollars. Jax anti duties eacluii;I <h 
EsHn~e super 
Prix au 
Prices as at 
Essence noraale 
20.2.1914 
&asoil aouur &asoil chauffa1e 
TULEAU 2 \ TAILE . 
fuel Residual HTS 
• 
Preai1,11 gasoline aegular gasoline autoaotive gasoil lleatint pnH lesi~ual Fuel lil MSC 
·-------
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1000 L 1000 L Tenne 
(ii!) (3) . (4) 
264,73 239,42 119,93 
219,16 2'6,42 205,IO 
263,96 240,16 1'7,71 
199, 10 1",10 152,75 
269,19 257,57 191,79 ' 311,77 259,21 200,97 
266,69 256,22 196,22 
269,05 251,11 197,46 
261,50 245,44 200,63 
261,96 2H,01 203,71 
266,63 253,46 196,62 
+531 +751 +106I 
I 70,501 I 
<lTPrTar.i u·°"jiL, sou• en t pr1tlque1 et a1n11 r•,r•sent1tif1, selon IH Ni lleurts 11ttHtien1 NI ,.,.rt1 NI Etau 11111111re1, Clu Nrcht 
••tr., l,.. d• : ll•<1uC Eut flee re. 
Prices aost frequertlt chargeo and thus representative of the oil .. rket in each llellller State, acc~lne ta the llest e1ti .. te1 of 
the national uperts. 
(2) Pri • i la poepe/ Puap pr' ,e 
(3) Prix po"r livrahun de 2'.000 t. S.000 litres./ Prices for deliveries ·of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
(4l Prix pour livrais,>n in1•r1evre, 2000 tonnes par aois ou inf,rieure i 24.000 tonnes par an. Pri• tranco cons111111ateurs. 
Prices for olifukv "' leu ti••" ?,000 tons pe~ aonth or less than 24,000 tons per year. Deliverld Consuaer Prices. 
(5) la ao,enne rh,,a d·ur,e po,..,c··anon des i1,ant1Us cons-tes de cheque produit concern• au cours de l'4,lnN 1912 . 
The ·e,JlL . • we,glltin11 the o•ices ot the products concemed by the quantitha conauaetl durint the ,eriicl 1912 r------. TABLEAU 3 
* ~rix aa,1 .... ,,~a,i•~• pt•Ce~. TABLE 
\ 
CoOt CAF d'approvisiunnement en brut de la Co••unautf. 
CIF Cost of Coaaunity crude oil supplies. 
Prtx au 
Price as at 
15.12.71 
Pri II au aoi s de novellbre1913 
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PRISSl·MIDDHHSI • MITTHLUNG AN OIi PRISSI • PRISS·RIUASI • INFORMATION A LA PRISSI 
ANAKDINDIH rlA TON TYDO • INFORMAZIDNI ALLA STAMPA • MIDIDHING AAN DI PIRS 
Brussels, 8 March 1984. 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N0.234 
'-/'fl 7. YI/ 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest available data 
relating to price development in the Member States and for the Community as a whole. 
The Commission considers that the bulletin contributes to improved transparency as 
regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of certain prices. 
They permit a comparison at any instant in time between Member States but such a 
comparison may not be representative of international price relationships over a longer 
period. Moreover, it is evident that such a comparison is.limited even if fluctuations 
in exchange rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the product categories 
reported are not in every case representative of the bulk of sales for each product in 
each country), quality specifications and methods of distribution which are unique to 
each Member State. In this context the essentially indicative nature of some elements 
of table 2 is emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the beginning 
of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.35.75). 
I Weekly summary l Evolution (in%) of Community indications for 
' 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products at 27.2.1984 (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.1978 +74% 
compared with previous week + 2% 
2°) Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies for November 1983 (Table 3) 
compared with 15.12.1978 +113,30% 
(1) The CIF supply cost is derived from monthly d~clarations by.Member States (see 
Oi L Bulletin 207 for methodology). 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EURO~ISKE FtELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMISSION DES COMMUNAUTES ElR)f>EENNES - EnlTPOllH TON EYPOflAiKON KOINOTHTON 




•ive1ux indic1tif• hebdalladaires des pr~x hors taxes• la conso ... tion en aonnaies nationales 
Weekly indicative consuaer price leveli in national currencies. Taxt and duties excluded <1> 
aPrix au : (Tableau hebd11111daire> Prices Hat 27.2.1984 I TABLEAU 1 I TABLE 
Essence super Essence norHlt Gasoil aoteur 6asoil ch1uffage Fuel Residual HTS 
Preaiua gasoline. Regular gasoline Autoaotive g11oll Heating 911otl Residual fuel Oil HSC 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L TOMI 
(2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
Belgique (fl)• 15.040 14.320 14.582 13.188 10.262 
D1na1rk (DIC) 2.875 2.760 2.845 2.615 2.020 
Deutschland (DII) 710 656 730 643 532 
EllH (DR) 30.988 . 28.988 20.193 20.193 15.492 
France (ff) 2.246,80 2.086,50 2.233,00 2.136,60 1.649 
Ireland <lrilh in 277,90 273,66 278,39 226,37 175,51 
IUlia CL ire)'.• 450.790 409.130 443.650 426.234 326.018 
Luxembourg (FL> 14.780 13.890 14.820 14.260 10.877 
Nederland (fl) 781 746 815 745 597 
United Ki ngdOII (1£> 180,30 171,70 186, 10 206,20 140,80 
' 
(1) Prix le plus souvent pr1tlqu,s et ainsi repr,sent1tifs, selon Les aeilleures esti .. tions des experts des Et1ts lleabres, 
du .. rcht p,trolier de chaque Etat "•abre. 
Prices aost frequently changed and thus representative, of the oil ••rket in each "eabtr State, according to the best 
estimates of the national experts. 
<2> Prix• la poape/Pump price. 
<3> Prix pour livraison de 2.000 l 5.000 litres/Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
(4) Pri.x pour livraisons inftrieures l 2000 tonnes par aois ou inftrieures • 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix franco conso ... teurs. 
Prices for offtakes of less than 2,000 tons per aonth or Len than 24,000 tons per year~ Dellv1red Consumer Prices. 
'*' Prix ••xiaaux/"-xiaua prices. 
Niveaux indicatifs hebd11111daires des prix hors taxes l la consoaaation en dollars courants 
Weekly indicative consuaer price levels in current dollars. Tax and duties excluded (1) 
(Tableau hebdolNdaire) . Prh IU • 27.2.1984. 












a) "oyenne/Average (5) 
b) variation 110yenne I 
'Average variation I 
27.2.1984 /15.12.78 
c) vari11t ion 110yenne sur . 
Les 5 produits 
Average variation for 
all 5 products 
27.2.1984 /15.12.78 
Essence super Esunct noraalt 
Preaiua gasol int Regular-gasoline' 














Sasoil aoteur Gasoil chauffage fuel Residual HTS 
aut-tive gasoil Heating gasoil Rtsi~l fuel Oil NSC 
1000 L 1000 L TOMI 
(2) (3) (4) 
269,93 244, 13 189,96 • 
293,82 270,07 208,62 
276,67 243,69 201,62 
199,31 199,31 152,91 
275,23 263,35 203,25 
324,04 263,49 204,29 
270,72 260,09 198,94 
274,34 269,37 201,35 
273,87 250,35 200,61 
273,19 302,70 206,69 
273,54 257,77 199,52 
+57% +781 +1091 
+741 
(1) Prix ln plus souvent pratiquh et ainsi reprhentatifs, selon les aeHleures estiaations des experts des Etats "nlires, du .. rcht 
pttrolier de chaque Etat Neebre. 
Prices eost frequently charged and thus representative of the oil .. rket in each llellbtr State, according to the best esti .. tes of 
the national experts. 
(2) Prix • la poape/ Puap price 
(3) Prix pour livraison de 2.000 l 5.000 litres./ Pr;ces for delh11ries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
; (4) Prix pour livraison infirieure • 2000 tonnes par eois ou inftrieure t 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix franco con1011111teurs. 
Pr;ces for ooftakes of less than 2,000 tons per eonth or less than 24,000 tons per y111r. Delivered Consuaer Prices. (5) LI eoyenne rtsulte d'une pondtrat;on des qu1ntitt1 conso .. tes de chaqut produit concernt au cours de l'ann•e 1982 
The result of weight;ng the prices of the products concerned by the quantities consuaed during the period1982 
• Prix eaxiaaux/"a•;•ua prices. 
\ 
' .,/' 1Co0t CAf d'approvfslonneaent en brut de la Coaaunautf. 




Prix au eois de noveabrt 1983 
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ANAIOINDIH nA TON nno • INFDRMAZIDNI ALLA STAMPA. MIDIDHING AAN DI PIRS 
· Brussels, 15 March 1984. 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN No·.235 (/l/J 1, I/II 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest available data 
relating·to price development in the Member States and for the Community as a whole. 
The Commission considers that the bulletin contributes to improved transparency as 
regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of certain prices. 
They permit a comparison at any instant in time between Member States but such a 
comparison may not be representative of international price relationships over a longer 
period. Moreover, it is evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations 
in exchange rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the product categories 
reported are not in every case representative of the bulk of sales for each product in 
each country), quality specifications and methods of distribution which are unique to 
each Member State. In this context the essentially indicative nature of some elements 
of table 2 is emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published. at the beginning 
of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.35.75). 
I Weekly summary I Evolution Cin X) of Community indications for 
• 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil products at 5.3.1984 (Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.1978 +76% 
compared with previous week 
+1,50% 
2°) Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oi L supplies for November 1983 (Table 3) 
compared with 15.12.1978 
+113,30X 
C1) The CIF supply cost is derived from monthly declarations by:Member States (see 
Oil Bu L let in 207 for methodo Logy). 
·, 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPJEISKE FJELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN .. 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNmES - COMMISSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUIDPEENl'ES - EffiPOllH TON EYPOflAIKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMISSIE VAN OE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
,I 
#ivHua indicatlh h~1J•i~H du prh hors tun • l1 conso-ltion en -•In natlonalH 
IIHUi, indicative consumer price levels in n1tlo,,•l currenclu • THI and dutiH ucluded ch 
(Tableau hebd1111adair1> 
~Pri• au . : 5 J 1914 Prices a, at • • 
.. 
Essence super Essence norule Gasoil aotevr lasoll cllauffa91 Fuel Reslduel MTS . 
Prealua gasoline Regular gasoline Aut0110tivt gasoll Heating gasoll le1idual fuel Oil MSC 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L Tonne 
CZ> (2) (2) (3) (4) 
----
Belgique CF9>,~ 15.040 14.320 16.310 12.m 10.262 
Danaark CDIO Z.670 2.555 2.665 2.615 2.020 
Deutschland <II"> 6'11 643 715 6J6 53Z 
EllH (DI) 30.911 21.981 20.193 20.193 15.492 
France (ff) 2.246,IO 2.016,50 2.233,00 2.136,60.; 1.519 
Ireland Clrlsh If> 277,90 273,66 271,39 226,37 175,51 
Ital la <Lire> 450.790 409.130 443.650 426.234 3Z5.741 
Luxeabourg (FL> 14.510 13.740 14..370 13.760 10.592 
Nederland (fl) 772 737 807 745 594 
United Klngdoa Cl) 180,30 170,80 117,00 202,20 137,60 
(1) Prix le plus souvent pratlquts et alnsi reprtsentatlfs, selon Les aellleures estlutlons des experts des Etats lleabres, 
du aarcht pttroller de cheque Etat lleabre. 
Prices aost frequently changed and thus representative, of the oil urket in each lllllb1r·st1t1, according to the best 
1stlaat1s of the national experts. 
<Z> Prix I la poape/Puap price. 
<3> Prl• pour livralson de Z.000 • 5.000 litres/Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 lttres. 
t,I,) Prix pour llvralsons inftrieures • 2000 tonnes par aols ou inf,rieures • 24.000 tonn11 par an. Prla fr1nco con1011111teurt. 
Prices for offt1k1s of less than 2,000 tons .,.r aonth or less than 24,000 tons per i,ear. Delivered Consuaer Prices. 
·1, Prix auia1u1/lll1I- prices. 
·11lvHux indicatifl hebdoaadaires dis prll hors tHH I la c._tton en dollars courintS--













•> lloi,enn1/Aver191 (5) 
b) Variation aoy1nne I 
Average variation I 
5.3.1914/15.12.71 
c> Variation aoi,1nne sur 
les 5 produiu 
Average variation for 



















Prices II at 5.3.1914. 
Essence nol'lllll Gasoil aotevr 
Regular gasoline· autOIIOtive gasofl 
• 1000 L 1000 L (2) <Z> 





























TULEAU z I 
TULE . 
fuel Residual MTI 














(1) Pri• les plus souvent pr1tiqui1 et ain1i r•prlsent1tifs, 11lon les aeilleur11 11tia1ttons des 1xpert1 des Et1t1 ileiilir11, du urcht 
pttroller de chaque Et1t lleabr1. 
Prices aost frequently charged and thus representative of the oil aarket in 11ch lleabar State, according to the best e1tt .. t11 of 
the national 1apert1. · 
<2> Prix • la poap1/ PUllp price 
Cl) Prix pour livrafson de 2.000 I 5.000 lttr11./ Prices for deliverfe1 of 2,000 to 5,000 lftre1. 








Prices for ooft1k11 of Less than 2,000 tons per aonth or l111 than 24,000 tons par rear. Delivered Con1ua1r Prtc11. (5) La aoyenne rtsult1 d'une pondtration des qu1ntttts con,Ollllfe1 de chaque produit concernt au cour1 det•annte 1912 
The result of weighting the pricu of the products concerned by the quantities consuaed during tht per.foci 1912 
• Pria aaaiaaux/lllaiaua prices. I., . TABLEAU 3 _ TABLE 
\ 
CoOt CAI d'approvhtonne .. nt en brut di l• COIIIIUlllutt. 
CJF Cost of CCN111Unft1 crude otl 1upp\f1s. 
Prb au 
Price H 1t 
15.12.71 
Prb au aoh de novltlbre 1913 
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COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N0.236 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the litest available data 
relating·to price development in the Member States and for the Community as a whole. 
The· Commission considers that the bulletin contributes to improved transparency as 
regards Community oil markets. 
Th~ iigures given in •ach bulletin follow the development over time of certain prices. 
They permit a iomparison at any instant in ti~e between Member States but such a 
compar~son may not be representative of internation~l price relationships ~ver a longer 
periodi. Moreover, it is evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations 
in exchange rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
catego;ries of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the product categories 
report~d are not in every case representative of the bulk of sales for each product in 
each country), quality specifications and methods of distribution which are uni~ue to 
each Member State. ·In this context the essentially indicative nature of some elements 
of table 2 is emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the beginning 
of each quarter. 
The C~mmis~ion Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.35.75). 
I Week Ly sum•ary : 1 Evolution (in X) of Community indications for: 
• 
1°) · Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal ·oil P.roducts at 12.3.1984 <Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.1978 +72% 
compared with previous week 
I 
-2,5% 
2°> Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplie~ for November 1983 (Table 3) 
compared with 15.12.1978 +113,30% 
.-
(1). The Cif. · supply c.ost ,s derived from "'onthly declarations by. Member States (see 
.. Oil Bulletin 207 for methodology) • 
.. 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EU~ISKE F.IELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION' OF THE EURGPEAN COMMUNITIES - CO,,MSSiON DES COMMUIIAUTES EUROPEENNES - EnlTPOfl-1 TON EYPOnAIKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COM~AN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
I 
•hie- indic.atih helnloHdlirH des pria llort t .. n • l1 cons-ti• et1 -iH MtiONltf 
"'91ll1 indic1tivt Cl)IISWlltr price levels in n1ti0111l currencita, Teat lfllll duttea tacluiiii (1 
(Tlllt elU lltlldDIIIINi rt> 
.Pria IU I t2.J.19M 
Pricta •• et 
T*IAU t f ,-.1 
Fuel ... idutl IITI 111-• super 
Prteiua .. ,otint 
1000 L 
Enenct norNlt 
Regul1r 11sol illt 
1000 L 
&.lsoil 110ttur , 
AutCIIIOtivt .. IOil 
1000 L 
&eMi'l clleuff.., 
11e1ttne .... u 
1000 L 
... idueC fuel Oil NSC ,_ 





























































(1) Prh l·t plus sowent pr1tiqu .. tt 1in1i r,prtatntetifl , aelon lH •Hleurt1 Hti•tlClfll clt1 Hpertl dH Etatl lltellrt1, 
du •1rcht pttrolier cit cheque Etat lltllbrt. 
Price, aost frequentl1 changed 1nd tllu1 repre1ent1tlv1, of the oil Nrktt in e1cll lltabtr Stitt, 1cc0Ntlnt to tllt bt1t 
e1ti•1te1 of the nation1l t1ptrts. 
t ' (2) Pri• • la poape/Puap pric•. 
CJ> Prh PO\lr livrahon dt 2.000 i 5.000 lhrt1/Prict1 for delivtriH of 2,000 to 5,000 litrt1. 
(4) Pris PoUr livr1ison1. inftrieurts • 2DDD tonnes par aoia ou inftrieure1 • 24,DDD tonntl par 1n, Pris franco con1CN1111teur1, 
Prices for offt•ke, of less than 2,000 tons per aonth or less than 24,000 tons per ,ear, Dtlivertd Consuaer Prices, 
'*' Prh _~a.l•1u111, .. 1- pricn. 
Nivtau1 indic1tifs h.tldolllcl•ires des pri1 hors t1se1 i l1 cons1111111tion et1 dollars courant1 
1Melll1 indic.ative con,....,, price levels in current doll1rs, Tu lnd-dutiH tacluded (1) 
Pria 1U 
PricH .. It 12,3, 1914 ,-.uu z I TAIU . 
E ssenct super Esset1ee norule G.asoil aottur G.a1olt clleuff ... fuel IHidual lffS 
. Prteiua g•soli11t Revular .. ,olint 1ut.C1110tive .. soil "-•t i "9 gasotl lesiduel Fuel Oil NSC 
1000 L 1000 L 1DCJO L 1000 L Tonne 
(2) (2) (2) (]) (4) 
Belgique• ~~ 21f,95 268,45 268,27 . 242,26 ,aa,46 
Danaarll 292,68 281, 14 21],77 263,83 206,14 
Dtutschl•nd 261,72 ,24D,62 269,40 242,92 201,47 
EllH 302,56 213,DJ 197,16 197,16 151,26 
France 273,64 253,66 276,13 263,79 197,91 
Ireland 326,40 321,42 ]26,98 265,aa 206,14 
Italia 278,61 252,86 Z74,2D 263,43 198,55 
Lu1tllbour9 272,D2 257,58 269,]9 257,96 198,57 
Ntdtrl•nd 259,86 25D,68 268,37 247,28 191,64 
United Kingdom ' 261,42 247,64 271,13 . 291,14 199,22 
. 
C.E.E./1,E,C, 
., No1ennt/Avtrllf m 27D,,32 247,09 271,63 256,10 196,IZ 
b) V•riation ao1ennt I 
Average vari•tion I +4DI +341 +561 +771 +1D61 
12.3.19114 115.12.71 
c) V•riation •oy.ennt sur 
lts 5 produits 
I I Average variation for 721 all 5 products 
12 .3. 19114 115, 12.78 





pttrolitr de chaque Etat "••bre. 
Pric•s •o~t fr•qu•ntly charged and thus r•presentative of the.oil .. ,1iet in ••ell lltabtr State, accordi"9 to tllt llltst esti .. te1 of 
the national ••perts. 
Pri1 • l• poapel Puap price . 
Prix pour•livraison dt 2.000 • 5.000 litrta./ Pricn for dtlivtriH of 2,000 to 5,000 litr,a, 
Pri1 pour livraison inf,riture • 2000 tonnes par 110i1 ou inftri-ure • 24.000 tonnes par an. Pris fr111co conS011111ttur1. 
Prices for ooftakts of less than 2,000 tons per aonth or less than 24,000 tons per re1r, Delivered con,....,, Price,. 
La ao1tnn1 rtsult, d'une pond•r•tion d•• qu.antitts cons111111tes de chaque produit concernt au cours de t•annt, 1912 
The result of weighting the prices of tht products concerned b1 the qu.antitits cons~ during the period;... 
• Pris •a•i•au1/R11iaua prices. I. TABLEAU J TAILE 
\ 
coot CAP d11pprovl1tonneaent en brut de l1 Coaaun•utf, 





Prh IU 111111 dt novtllbrt 191] 













TALSMANDENS GRUPPE - SPRECHERGRUPPE - SPOKESMAN'S GROUP- GROUPE OU PORTE-PAROLE 
OMAM EKnPOHXlOY TYnoY - GRl.J'PO DEL PORTAVOCE - BUREAU VAN DE VVOORDVOEROER 
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PRESSE·MHDHHSE • .MITTHLUNG AN DIE PRESSE • PRESS·REUASE • INfDRMATIDN A LA PRESSE 
ANHOINDIH rlATDN TYDD • INfDRMAZIDNE ALLA STAMPA • MHEDHING AAN DE PERS 
Brussels, le 29 mars 1984. 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 237 lf '( / ). YI/ 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest available data 
relat;ng·to price development in the Member States and for the Community as a whole. 
The Coamission considers that the bulletin contributes to improved transparency as 
regards Community oil ma~kets. • 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the developaent over tiae of certain prices. 
They permit a comparison at any instant in time between Member States but such a 
comparison may not be representative of international price relationships over a longer 
period. Moreover, it is evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations 
in exchange rates are_.ig~ored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the product categories 
reported are not in every case representative of the bulk of sales for each product in 
each country), quality specifications and methods of distribution which are unique to 
each Member State. In this context the essentially indicative nature of some elements 
of table 2 is emphasised. (. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the beginning 
of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely ·available on demand <telephone 235.35.75). 
I Weekly s ... ary : Evolution (in~> of Coamunity indications for 
1°> Weighted average pre-tax prices 
. I 
\ ' 
for principal oil groducts at 19.3.1984 <Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.1978 +70% · 
compared with previous week ., 
-1 1% 
2°> Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies for November 1983 (Table 3) 
compared with 15.12.1978 +113,30% 
(1) The CIF supply cost is derived from monthly declarations by.Member States (see 
Oil Bulletin 207 for methodology). 
.. I 
KOMMISSlONEN FOR DE EUROPIEISKE FIELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER El..flOPAISCI-EN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
CO™SSlON 'OF THE EUROPEAN COMMLNTIES - COMMISSION DES COMMUNAUTES ElRJPEEl'ffS - ErllTPOrli TON EYPOllAfKON KOINOTHTON 







•tvHu1 fndfcatffs Mflt',e•,Jalru d-.. ~ pri, h.,. ~•·~' • a cons-atien.,. -111 11o1tfe,1atH 
IIHtily lndfcatlv• con,,..r price ltw~ls in _!lal~~urrtnciH • Taat 11M tfutiH eacluiid th 
.,rh IU 
,rtces Hat 1'.J.1-
TIIILUU 1 1 , •. 
. IHtnc• 1u,er l11ence notule Gesofl IIOttur laHll cllauffap fuel l11fdull NTI 
Aut-tlve pHll ,rtef1111 911olfne lttular .. 1olfnt 11e1tt11111sott IHfMl futl Oil MIC 
1000 l 1000 L 1000 L 1aaa L Tonne 
(Z) <Z> m (J) (4) 
-
. 
1tl1t.- (Fl)• 15.0toO 14.320 14.2 .. 1Z.H7 10.311 
... 
•-rll (DIC) 2.645 -~.,:so 2,730 2.515 1.MS 
kuttcllland (M) 6ff 644 716 636 S2S 
EllH (INU 30.911 21.911 20.1,:s Z0.1'3 15.412 
Franct on 2,1'6,20 2.o:ss,,o 2,216,ZO 2.111,zo, 1.519 
lrtlancl tirtsh 11> 262,77 251,21 271,39 226,S'i 115,51 
ltalfa <L frt) 434.130 392.441G 443.650 4Z6.ZJ4 317.041 
Lu1Hbour9. CFL> 14.510 13.740 14,370 13.760 10.5'2 
Nederland (Fl) 764 731 719 727 
"' Unf ted ICfftldoa CU 1IO,:SO 170,IO 117~00 200,40 137,ZO
(1) ,rt•· Lt plus souvtnt pratfquts tt 1fn1t -rtprtstnt1tif1, selon lts aetl.ltur11 t1tlutlon1 dts t1ptrt1 dts lt1t1 llttlltrts, 
du urcht pftrolitr dt clllciut Etlt "-llbrt, 
Prices ao1t frecauently ch1"9td Ind tllus reprnenuttve, of th• oil urket fn t1ch llteber ltatt, 1ecordlnt to tllt best 
HCINtH of tllt nltf-l Uptrtl, 
(2) Prh 6 la IIOIIPll"-11 prfct, 
CJ> Prh pour ltvrtfson de 2,000 6 S.000 lttrHIPrfcts for dtl ivtrln of 2,000 to 5,000 lftrH, 
(4) Prh ,our lfvr1f10111 fnftrlturts • 2000 tOMH' par aois ou 4nftrlturn • 24.000 tonnes ,-, 1n. Prl1 fr,nco cons-tturs, 
Prlcts for offtakts of less thin 2,000 tons per IIOllth or lt11 thin 24,000 tons per ,,ar. Dtlfvtrtd Cen1uaer ,,ict1. 
·., Prh •Hlaau1/lla1i- prices, 
Nivt1u1 lnclic1tlfs htbdoll1d1ires dts prh hors tHH • l1 cons-tfon tn doll1rs courtnu 
lltfllly Indicative con,,..r pr;ct levtls In current doll1r1, Tai Ind duties e1cluded (1) 
(TlbltlU hebdllllldllre) Prh IU • 
Prfcts II It • 19•3• 1914 
. 
hsenct 1uper IHtnce Ml"8flt GuoH aottur .... H chaufflll Fuel lniMl ltTI 
Pre•lua .... lint lttular 111olin1 aut-tfv• 91sof~ lleltfnt 11soH lt1iMl fuel IH 111C 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 10IID L ,_ 
m m m (J) (4) 
ltltfCIUI * • 271,63 265,30 264,11 231,'3 192,JZ 
Dlfllllril 273,11 261,'7 212,61 260,42 203,47 
Dtut sch l 1114 264,67 243,15 271, 11 240,12 1N,1'9 
EllH 2ff,17 279,16 194,95 194,95 149,57 
f rlflCe 269,14 250,14 272,29 260,13 195,23 lrtlancl 304,55 299,Z? 322,66 262,37 203,42 Ital f1 ! 265, 12 239,67 270,93 260,30 193,62 Lu1tllbour1 261,12 254,55 266,22 254,92 1'6,23 lltdtrl1114 256,42 247,36 264,11 244,CID 1N,OZ United ICfflldoa 259,76 246,07 • 269,41 211,72 197,67 
C,1.1./1,E,C. 
•> lloytnnt/Avtra1t CS) 266,22 246,13 269,17 153,31 194,16 
b) Variation .. ,_ I 
Avera1t variation I 
19.3.1914 115.12,71 
+311 +341 +551 +751 1111 
c> Varf1tion ao,- -
l tt 5 produl ti 
I I Avtr11t variation for +701. Ill 5 procluctl 
19.3.1914 /15,12,71 I 
(1> Prl1 Its p(111 1ouwent pr1tlciut1 tt aln1I repriitnt1ttt1, stlon lt1 .. IC(euri1 t1tl .. tlon1 ilia t1111trt1 ilia lt1t1 liii6re1, ilii .. ,. .. 
ri'trolftr dt ch141Ut Etat ~rt. 
Prict1 ao1t frt1111tntly chlrlfd and tllul repre1tntative of tht oil .. ,11,t fn t1ch lltllbtr Stitt, 1,cerdi111 to tllt .. ,, t1t1 .. , .. of 
tht n1tion.l t1ptrt1. 
<2> Prix • l1 ,,_.el l'uap 11rfct 
<J> Prh pour lfvrahan • 2.111111 6 5.000 litrt1,/ Prict1 for dtlfveritt of 2,000 to 5,000 litrt1. 
· (4) ,rh pour lfvrai- fnftritur• I 2000 tonnts par aoh ou fnftrfture • 24,0IIO t-• par lfl, ,rh fr- ,.,..._ttur1. 
PrfcH for ooft1kt1 of lt11 tlllfl 2,000 tons 1111r -,11 or l111 than 24,000 tons 111r ,-1r. ltliverM C..-r Prict1. (5) LI ao,- rtlultt ti'- lllndtratfon dt1 .-,ititt1 ,__.., dt ch1que produit c-trnt au ,_, • l 111111N· 1912 
• ~~.:=:~:.::,:::;~,~=.:rim of tllt 11rtNluct1 conctrntd by tht Cllllfl~i-~:_~-:•uattl tlurf111 tllt ,erilll 1912 ~, ;:::AU J 
\ 
Colt CAP cl' a1111rovilt-nt 1ft ~ Ill la CeNunautl. 
Clf Cost of C01111U11tt, crude ofl ...,tt,1, 
,rt. IU 
,,tee II at 
,,.12.11 
,rt. IU •11 dt nov ... rt 1ffl 





. 1',11' 107 ,7,, 
21,59 
! 
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COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N0.238 i/ '/ I 7. 'I I/ 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest available data 
relating·to price development in the Member States and for the Community as a whole. 
The Commission considers that the bulletin contributes to improved transparency as 
regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of certain prices. 
They permit a comparison at any instant in time between Member States but such a 
comparison may not be representative of international price relationships over a longer 
period. Moreover, it is evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations 
in exchange rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, (the product categories 
reported are not in every case representative of the bulk of sales for each product in 
each country), quality specifications and methods of distribution which are unique to 
etch Member State. ·In this context the essentially indicative nature of some elements 
of table 2 is emphasised. 
A detailed methodol~gy will be appended to the bulletin published at the beginning 
of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.35.75). 
I Weekly SU11mary 1 Evolution (in X> of Community indications for 
• 
1°> Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil ~roducts at26.3.1984 <Table 2) 
compared with 15.12.1978 +72X 
compared with previous week 
I +1,35X 
i 0 > Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies for November 1983 (Table 3) 
compared wit~ 15.12.1978 +113,30% 
I 
(1) The CIF supply cost is derived from monthly declarations by.Member States (see 
Oil Bulletin 207 for methodology). 
L 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EURom:ISKE F~LLESSKABER - KOJMSSION DER EI.J'lOPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMSSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMSSION DES CCJMMU,WJTES EI.R)PEEIIJ,ES - EffiPOfl-i TON EYPOflAiKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMSilE. VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
Nivea,a indica: if,; 11,;bd ,m•daire d,•· or'• '1or, tax,s i la ,>lr,.;11•a•ior· e:, 111or.r-~;!'S natiorales 
Weekly indicat iv!! consu,.er price le,e:'.s in nat io,,1t curr!.~. Tue and duties exclud-ed ITT 
(Tableau hebdo•ada;re> 
. Essence super Essence noraale 
. Preeiu• gasoline Regular gasoline 
1000 L 1000 L 
(2) (2) 
Belgique (FB>• 15.440 14.800 
Dan11ark (DK) 2.440 2.325 
Deutschland (DM> 690 635 
EL las (DR) 30.988 28.988 
France (ff) 2 .196,20 2.035,90 
Ireland (Irish ll) 262,77 258,21 
Italia (Li re) 434.130 392.460 
Luxembourg (FL) 14.510 13.740 
.Nederland (fl) 781 754 
United Kingdo• (ll) 180,30 170,80 
.Prh au 
Prices as at 































Fuel ••siduel HTS 












(1) Prix le plus souvent pratiqu~s et ainsi repr~sentatifs, selon les aeilleures estimations des experts des Etats Me•bres, 
du march~ p~trolier de chaque Etat Meabre. 
Prices most frequently changed and thus representative, of the oil market in each Member State, according to the best 
estimates of the national experts. 
(2) Prix i la pompe/PU11p price. 
(3) Prix pour livraison de 2.00() i 5.000 litres/Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 litres. 
(4) Prix pour livraisons inferieures t 2000 tonnes par •ois ou inferieures i 24.000 tonnes par an. Prix franco consoemat,u.rs. 
Prices for offtakes of less than 2,000 tons per eonth or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consuaer Prices. 
•• Prix maxieaux/Maximum prices. 
Niveau1 indicatifs hebdoaadaires des prix hors taxes i la conso ... tion en dollars courants 




Prices as at 
Essence nor•ale 
26.3.1984 
Gasoil 110teur Gasoil chauffage 
TABLEAU 2 1 TABLE . 
Fuel •esidual HTS 
HS, 
. Preeiua gasoline Regular gasol;ne ~utoaot;ve gasoil Neat i ng •galOj l •esictu.l Fuel Oil NSC 
1000 L 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L Tonne (2) (2) (2) (3) (4) 
Belgique• 290,06 278,03 273,34 ... 247,26 201,33 
Daneark 255,76 '243,71 277,77 263,62 2Q5,97 
Deutsch land 265,12 243,99 272,43 246,30 201,72 
Ellu 300,88 281,46 196,06 196,06 150,42 
France 273,61 253,64 276,11 263,77 197,96 
Ireland 308,88 303,52 327,24 266,09 206,31 
Italia 268,60 242,82 274,49 263,64 196,16 
Luxembourg 272,59 258,12 269,96 258,50 198,98 
Ned!rland 265,69 256,50 27f~47 250,04 203,09 
United Kingdo• 260,21 246,50 269,88 288,64 197,71 
c.E.E.tE.e.c. 
a) Moyenne/Average (5) 268,65 247 ,74 272,50 257,14 196,73 
b) Variation aoyenne X 
Average variation X +39X +35X +57X +78X +106% 
26.3.84 /15.12.78 le 
c) Variation aoyenne sur 
Les 5 produits .. 
Average variation for I +72X I all 5 products 
' 26.3.84 /15.12.78 
(1) ' ' " ' Prix les plus souvent prat1ques et a1ns1 representat,fs, selon les ae,lleures est1aat1ons des experts des Etats Mellbres, du .. rcht 






Prices •ost frequently charged and thus representative of the oil •arket in each Meeber State, according to tbe best esti .. tes of 
the national experts. 
Pri1 • la poape/ Pump price 
Prix pour livraison de 2.000 ii 5.000 litres./ Prices for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,000 Utres. 
Pri1 pour livraison inferieure i 2000 tonnes par aois ou ;nftrieure i 24.000 tonnes par an. Pri1 franco cons01111ateurs. 
Prices for ooftakes of less than 2,000 tons per 110nth or less than 24,000 tons per year. Delivered Consueer Prices. 
La moyenne resulte d'une pondtration des quantitts consoamees de chaque produit concernt au cours de l'annte 1912 
The result of weighting the prices of the products concerned by the quantit;es consuaed during the period 1912 






CoOt CAF d'approvi1fonne-.nt en brut ~ l• C01111unautf. 
CIF Coat of Coaaunit1 crude otl supplies. 
Prh IU 
15.12.78 13,87 107, 7&-
Prix au aois de novellbre 1983 
Price as 1t Novellber 1983 
,· Evolution CX> ,· . 
?6.3.1984/15.12.7& 
.,.,,. de ~e"!e des ::rc-d1,its p•troliers en ao•,<1aies !'lat;o,,ates 
Sell ing~s of Petrol eua Prcrlucts in Nai"icinifc!;'r-rencies. 
29,S9 
(Tableau •ensuel) 
Prix •oyens pratioues au 15 j • 19•• 




El las (DR) 
France (FF) 
Ire<lat\d Cl .ll) 
rut ia <L; re> 
luMe111bour9 (FL) 
Nederland (FL) 












U. Kin9do11 (ll) 
-- ·-·-r-~.·-
Essence super Essence Nor•lle • 
Pre•iua Gasoline Regular Gasoline 
1000 L (1) 1000 L (1) 
rues Hors taus Pria de ventt Taxe<s Hors taxes Pru de ve<nte 
Without Tues Se<ll ing Pd ce Without Tun Se<U ing Price 
17.420 13.6&0 31.100 17.200 12.aoo 30.000 
3.260,41 2.259,59 5.520 3.245,48 2.194,52 5.440 
612.40 725 1.407,40 675,40 673 1.348,40 
20.869,72 29.130,28 50.000 18.856,43 27.143,S7 46.000 
2.755,10 2.229,90 4.985 2.585,30 2.069,70 4.655 
343,20 277,70 620,90 342, 19 273,31 .· 615,50 
849.210 450.790 1 .300.000 840.870 409.130 1.250.000 
11.840 15.060 26.900 11. 720 14.080 25.800 
1.014 786 1.800 1.006 7413 1.754 
215,60 187,90 403,50 214,40 180,00 394,40 
-
Gasoil Chauffage Fut>l l.ourd HTS 
Mut; 119 Gasoil . Heavy Fuel HSC 
1000 L (3l Tc>r,r1e (3) 
Tnu Hors ta11es Pri v de vent e Tnn Mors ta.es . Pri • de v!'nte 
Without Ta11es Sell; ng Pri r, w; ti-out Toe<s Sell ;,,c:i Price 
2.296 13.504 1S.800 
-
10.351 10.351 
992,95 2.S17,05 3.510 410 1.960 2.370 
111,10 662 773,10 15 508 523 
4.303,67 19.696,:33 24.000 1.511 12,97::S 14,484 
585,10 2.053,90 2.639 57 1.618 1 .675 
29,69 226,37 2'56,06 10,14 175,51 185,65 
183.489 397.940 581.429 1.000 305.399 306.399 
. 810 13.520 14,330 100 10.380 10.480 
187 770 957 11,20 613 624,20 
7,70 195,40 203, 10 7,90 138, 71 146,64 
....... -r.- .. - --·-···---
Prix• la poape/Pullf> price (1) 
(2) 
(3) 
Livr1isons de 2000 t 5000 L/Dellveries of 2,000 to 5,000 L. 
Livraisons de aoins 2000 tonnes par 1110h et de 111oir,s de 24.000 tonnes par 1n 
Offtakes of less than 2,000 tons per aonth or less than 24,000 tons 1>9r y1ar. 
· Gasoi l Mote<ur · 
Autoaotive Gasoil 
1000 L (1) 
Tue<I Hors taxes Pri• de'vent-
Without tun Sellina Pric' 
10.134 14.286 24.420 
998,36 2.541,64 3.540 
601,70 702 1.303,70 
~.303,67 19~696,33 24.000 
1.642,9( 2.157,10 3.800 
262,48 278,06 540,54 
188.260 429.740 618.000 
6.510 14,090 20.600 
398 840 1.238 
186,20 181,60 -~67~80 
Tau• de chanll! au 16.1.1984 
11 • 57,2775 FB - 10,1575 CD -
2,8050 Dfll - 8,5835 FF -
0,9054 ( irl. - 1.701 Lirts -
::S,1550 Fl.-0,7086 ( angl. 
102,29 DR, 
ICUR46,1013 FB - 8,17553 CD -
2,25768 OM - 6,90866 FF -
0,728725 l irl.- 1.369,09 Lires 
2,53939 Fl. - 0,570349 ( angl. 
82,3308 DR. 
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COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 239 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest available data 
relating to price development in the Member States and for the Community as a whole. 
The Commission considers that the bulletin contributes to improved transparency as 
regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of certain prices. 
They permit a comparison at any instant in time between Member States but such a 
comparison may not be representative of international price relationships over a longer 
period. Moreover, it is evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuJtions 
in exchange rates are ignored; although valid f~r identical products sold"to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken.of market structures, (the product categories 
reported are not in every case representative of the bulk of Jales for each product in· 
each country), quality specifications and methods of distribution which are unique to· 
each Member State. In this context the essentially\ indicative nature of some elements 
of table 2 is emphasised. 
A detailed methodology wi\l be appended to the bulletin published it the beginning· 
of each quarter. 
., 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand <telephone 235.35.75). 
-I Weekly suuary . 1 Evolution (in X) of Community indications for • 
• 
1°> Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil groducts at 2.4.1984 
compared with 15.12.1978 
~ 
compared wit~ previous week 
I 
I 
2°> Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies for December 1983 (Table 3) 





(1) The CIF supply cost is derived fr'om 111onthly declarations by. Member States <see 
Oil Bulletin 207 for methodology) • 
.. 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPJEISKE FJELLESSKABER - KOMMISSK)N DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMSSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMISSION DES COMMUNAUTES EIBOPEENt£S - EnlTPOnH TON EYPOflAiKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMts.!IE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
,. 
.,,11 • 
Pr1c• •• at I · 2•4•1• 
,-....,1 
, ... 
IINMe..., ...... nor.la INetlaalew ... fl clleuffale flal IH1M4. ffl 
........... ltM ............ , ... .......... -tl lleattftl·t••tl· ...... l fwl ltl ., 
·1aL t•L taL ''m L , ..... (2) Q) (:J) (4) 
teLet.- <m• 15.M 14.480 14.550 1J.162 10.717 
....,. CIIO z.no 2.m 2.745 2.515 1."5 
Deuhclll.,.. CM) 704 649 nz 659 524 
Illa CN> J0.911 21.911 20.193 20.193 1S.492 
' fraMe (ff) Z.196,20 2.035,90 2.216,20 z.111,zo • 1.619 
lrelanll Clrttll C> 262,77 251,21 271,39 ZZ6,37 175,51 
Jtalia (l,j,e). 434.130 392.460 443.650 . 425.208 317.526 
Lu1 ....... r9 (fL) 14.510 13.740 14.370 13.760 10.592 
Necltl'llllll (Fl) 711 7S4 791 735 591 
united ctn.-. Cl> 1111,30 t70,IO 117,00 202,00 139,40 
(1) Prh le ,tlUI ~ lll'ltiquh et atnai repl'ffentatih , salon lH •Hl-n Htiaattona •• e..-r1, •• lt,at1 ....,..,, 
• •PCM pttrolfel' • cllaque ltat IINltre. 
Pl'icn •at f,.....u, cllangecl and tllus "•"Hent•Uve, of tlle otl •l'bt in ea•....,. ltete, HCOl'tltna Mt ... lle1t 
HtiMtff of tlle neti-l Hpel'tlo 
<2> Prta • la '*"!Pulp price. 
C3) Prt1,..,. ltvratson • 2.oaa • 5.a litres/Price, for deliveries of 2,000 to 5,a lit,..,. 
«> Prh ....,, Uvretsona tnftrtlure, • za t-9 par •ts ou tnftrteure1 • 24.lm •- par 111.· Prt1 franco Ctll'l-teura. 
,,1·ces for offt .... of ln1 tllan Z,000 ton• per a.ttll or lHt tun 24,000 tona ,er ,ew. leUveretl COM!aff Prices. 
"et Prh Mllf .... lllui- prfcHe 
Nive1ua indicattfs hebdollldaires des pria hors taaes • la cons~tion en dollars courants 
W..lly indic1tive consuaer price levels tn current dollars. Taa and duties eacluilecl <i> 
<TablHu· blbdDlaltetre) Pria IU 
PricH II It : 2•4• 1914 
Essence super Essence nol'llle &a'°il aoteur lalOH cllauff ... fuel Res iclual ltTS 
,r .. iua .. ,olin, 1-.,lar 9110liM aut-tive 11t0H Heating ,asoH IHidual futl Oil IISC 
1000 L .. 1000 L 1000 L 11m L ,_ (2) CZ) (2) CJ> (4) 
lel1tqu, -* 214,17 273,59 274,91 241,69 ZOZ 49 
..... ,, 219,09 ' 277,00 211,56 264,31 206:57 
leuucllland Z7Z,21 251,01 279,24 254,11 ZOZ,66 
EllH J00,12 211,40 196,0Z 196,02 150,39 
fNnce 275,64 255,52 271,15 265,72 203,ZO 
lr•l•nd 311,00 305,61 329,49 . 267,92 201,n 
Italia 269,19 243,ff 275,11 264,JS 197,40 
LuUtlllour• 274,16 259,61 271,51 259," Z00,13 
lfecltrland; 267,71 251,52 273,61 252,01 ZOS,04 
United Kingdoa Ht,76 246,07 269,41 291,0Z 200,13 
c.1.E.11.1.c. 
1> lloyenn•IAv•r• .. (J) 271,00 252,74 275,62 261,62 191,92 
b> Varietion .. ,.,... l 
Aver• .. variation I +411 •:SU +511 +111 +109I 
2.4.14 115.12.71 
c> variation •re- -
lH 5 produiU 
Avera .. variation for I +751 I au 5 products 
2.4.14 115.12.71 
(1) Pria les ~(us IOUVtllt pretiiii,ls •t 1ins1 reprtsentatlts, selon les .. ,cteur•• •st,11tlon• a. ...... rts des Etets iii..&res, clu ••re" 
pttrolier dtt cll1que Et1t lletlltre. 
Pricet·IOSt frequently dlarll(I end tllul r111resent1tive of the oil 11rll•t in ••ell tlllllber State, accOl'dint to tlle llest •sti .. tel of 
: the net tonal ,1P1rt1. · 
, C2) Prh • la ,,._.,., Pump !ll'ice 
,1 CJ> Pria POUf' livralson de 2.cm • 5.000 litrH./ PricH for deliveries of 2,cm to 5,000 litrH. ~ CU Prh ia- ltvrai- inftrhure • ZOOO tOMH par aois ou inftrieure • 24.000 t-s jNlr an. Prb franco cons-teurs. 
Pricescfor ooftelH of lHI than 2,000 t- per aonth or lHs than 24,000 t- per year. hlivered Consueer PricH. 
CS> Le 11e1,e_ rtsulte d•l#II pondtration des quantitts cons-*es de chaque procluit concernt au coura de l 0.,,_ 1912 
, TIie result of wighting the pricn of the products concerntd bp tlle QUllltitiH c-UMd during the period '1912 ·,.:·-----... 
,. • Pria lliai11u1/llaaiaua prices. 
Colt CAf d'approvht-t en llrut. l• c-ut•. 
Clf Colt of c-1t, crude •ll supplies. 
Prix au 
15.12.71 
Price II at 
Pria IU aofl de dtc:Nibre 1913 
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COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 240 l/'f/7,'f// 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission, gives the latest available data 
relating·to price development in the Member States and for the Community as a whole. 
The Commission considers that the bulletin contributes to improved transparency as 
regards Community oil markets. 
The figures given in each bulletin follow the development over time of certain prices. 
They permit a comparison at any instant in time between Member States but such a 
comparison may not be representative of international price relationships over a longer 
period. Moreover, it is evident that such a comparison is limited even if fluctuations 
in exchange rates are ignored; although valid for identical products sold to the same 
categories of consumer no account is taken of market structures, Cthe product categories 
reported are not in every case representative of the bulk of sales for each product in 
each country), quality specifications and methods of distribution which are unique to 
each Member State •. In this context the essentially indicative nature of some elements 
of table 2 is emphasised. 
A detailed methodology will be appended to the bulletin published at the beginning 
of each quarter. 
The Commission Oil Bulletin is freely available on demand (telephone 235.35.75). 
I Weekly summary I Evolution Cin %) of Community indications for 
• 
1°) Weighted average pre-tax prices 
for principal oil ~roducts at 9.4.1984 <Table 2) 
compare~ with 15.12.1978 +73% 
compared with previous week 
-1.16% 
2°) Weighted average CIF cost of crude 
oil supplies for December 1983 CTable 3) 
compared with 15.12.1978 +112,10% 
(1) The CIF supply cost is derived from monthly declarations by.Member States (see · 
Oil Bullet in 207 for methodology). 
THE NEXT BULLETIN WILL BE PUBLISHED ON THURSDAY, 3 MAY 1984 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPJEISKE FJELLESSKABER - KOMMSSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMLNTIES - COM~ DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEEl'ff:S - EffiPOn-t TON EYPOllAiKON KOtNOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMSSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
aivnua incHcattft hallclaNdlirH dea prh llora taae1 I la con-tiCIII"' ..,_ill nati-lH 
lleelllJ indicative con ..... , prtce levels in ftetional currencies. T••• and duttea 11cluilia (1j 
.Prh au : 9.4.1914 
Pricn ·~ et 
~' 
T&IAU 1 I T&I 
Es11nce , ... , IIHIICI norNle liasoil aotaur &esoi l chauff ... .Fuel teatMl 1111 
.., .. iue .. ,ott111 llqul1r gasoline Aut-th• ·gasoil llnti"I IHOil lleti .. l fuel Oil •c 
I 
' 
1CICIO L 1111111 L 1CICIO· L 1000 L , ..... 
(2J (2) (2) (J) (4) 
Belgique (f8)• . 15.040 14.480 14.550 13.162 11.106 
0-,11 CDK> 2.700 2.515 2.745 2.515 , .. 
DeuUchl1nd (DI) 691 636 713 640 524 
EllH (DI) 30.918 21.911 20.193 20.193 15.492 
France (ff) 2.196,20 2.035,90 2.216,20 2.117,20 1.,1, 
Inland <lrhh If> 262,77 251,Z1 271,39 226,37 175,51 
Ital ii <Lire>· 434.130 392.460 443.650 424.633 322.164 
luxtllllourt (FL) 14.510 13.740 14.370 13.760 10.592 
Nederland (Fl) 711 754 791 735 ltlR 
United ltinfdaa cu 180,30 170,IO 111·,oo 206,20 143,50 
<1> Prix le plus souvent pr1tiqutl et ain1t reprtttfltatifs, 11lon.l11 .. illeur11 11tiNtion1 det .... ,t, det Etatt lllabre1, 
du urcht pttrol ier de cheque Et1t llnllre. · 
Pricn 1111st f,.quentlJ chaneecl and thut ,.,,.11nt1ttv1;,,of the otl Nrket in Hch 1111111, State, accordi119 to the llett 
HttutH of t~e nati-t' experu. 
<2> Prh I l1 ,..,.111u11p price. 
<3> Prh pour l ivrai1C111 de Z.CICIO I 5.CICIO lttr11/PricH for deliveriH of 2,CICIO to 5,111111 litr11. · 
(4) Pr!• pour livrailClftt inftrteure1 I 2111111 t-• par aoh ou inftrieurlt I 24.000 t0111111 par an. Prh franco cOMilalt-,. 
Pr1c11 for offtakea of le11 than 2,000 tons per aonth or le11 than 24,000 ton, per ,..,. Delivered Con1uae,,.,,ice1. 
·•• l'rh u1iuu1/lla1i- pric11. 
Nive1u1 indicattfs h1bda11dair11 de1 pri1 hor1 ta111 I la con, .... tton "'dollars courantt 
llleklJ tndtcative consuaer.prtce levels tn current dollar,. Tea Ind clutte, 11cludid ciS 
CTaltleau hellclou4ai,.> Prh IU 
Prtcn Hat 9.4.1914 
'. 
E11ence super 111-enoraale &esotl aoteur liasotl cllluff ... Fuel letidl,al NTS 
. 
I Preaiua .... line aqular psoltne autoaottve 11sotl IIHti"I .... tl aetiMl Fuel Oil IIIC 1000 L 1000 L 1000 L. 1000 L ,_ 
I <Z> CZ) <Z> I (3) (4) 
f Belgique • 211,20 270,73 272,03 246,0I 207,64 
Danurk 280,11 261,15 215,49 261,57 204,36 
Deutschland 264,11 243,09 272,52 244,62 200,21 
EllH 291,39 279, 13 194,44 194,44 149,17 
France 272,17 252,95 275,35 263,05 201,15 
Ireland 307,44 302, 10 325,71 264,15 205,34 
ltal i1 261,06 242,33 273,94 262,20 199,J4 
Lu1nbour1 271,29 256,19 261,67 257,26 191,03 
: Nederland 264,74 255,59 270,50 249,15 205,76 
United ICingdoa 251,12 244,52 267,71 295,ZO 205,44 
C .E.E.11.E.C. 
•> llo,enne I Average (5) 267,55 247,25 272,07 257,03 199,77 
b) Variation 1111,eme I 
Average v1rl1tlon I +391 +351 +561 +711 +110I 
9,4.14 115.12.71 
c) Variation 1111,111111 sur 
lH 5 produiu 
I Average variation for I +731 / all 5 products 
9.4.14 /15.12.71 
·<1> l'ri1 ,11 plu1 •-at1t prat1qu11 et 111111 repre1ent1ttf1, Hlon l11 .. flleur11 11t1ut1on1 1111 pP1rt1 4H Etatl _,.., Clu Nrcllt 
pttrolter de chaque Etat lletlbre. 
PricH aoat frequentlJ charged and thus repr11tfltat1ve of the ofl urket' tn Heh llellber State, accordi119 to the IIHt HtiNtH of 
the national experts. 
l> Prix I l1 Pflllfje/ l'ullp price 
J> l'rh pour livrahon de 2.000 I 5.000 litr11./ Pric11 for deliveri11 of 2,000 to 5,000 litr11. 
•> Prh pour ltvraison inftrieure t 2000 tonnes par aoh ou inftrteure t 24.000 tonnes par an. Pri1 franco con-teura. 
Prtc11 for ooftat11 of le11 than 2,000 tons per -th or 'less than- 24,000 ton, per , .. ,. Delivered con,_, Prtcn. 
:, La IICIJenne rtsulte d'un1 pondtration des quantttts con,_.., de cheque produit concerftt IU coura de l 'lllftff 19112 
The r11ult of 111i9hting the pric11 of the products concerned bi, the qu11ntlti11 con1uaed duri119 the period 1• 
Prh u1i11u1/lll•i- pric11. 
\ 
CoOt CAP d'approvbl-nt III ltrut de l1 C-8utt. 
ClF Coat of eo.auntt, crude oil 114!Pll••• 
··---- -----··----------
Prta au 
Price H 1t 
1S.1Z.71 
·1 
Prix au ao i s de decellbre 1914 
Price 11 at Decellber 1914 
lvoluttOII (I) 
,9.4.1984115.12.71 
13,17 
29,42 
.. 
107,16 
I 
' 
~ 
' 
! 
i 
